CBH Board Meeting
Schedule

Wednesday 24 November 2021, 5:00 PM — 8:00 PM GMT

Venue

Greenstead Community Centre, Hawthorn Avenue CO4 3QE

Organiser

Jo Paget

Agenda
5:00 PM

1. Welcome, Apologies and Quorum
To Note - Presented by Dirk Paterson

1

5:02 PM

2. Declarations of Interest
To Note - Presented by Dirk Paterson

2

5:04 PM

3. Consent Agenda

3

i. Minutes of Previous Meeting and Action Tracker
ii. F&A Chairs Report
iii. Operations & Performance Chairs Report
iv. Code of Governance Compliance Update
To Note and Approve - Presented by Dirk Paterson
5:09 PM

4. Appointment of Resident Board Member
To Note - Presented by Dirk Paterson

34

5:11 PM

5. Directors Update – Non-Confidential
To Note and Approve - Presented by Philip Sullivan

35

5:26 PM

6. Focus on Frontline – Finance Team - Natasha Murray
For Discussion

42

5:41 PM

7. Strategic KPI’s: Matt Armstrong
To Note

46

5:51 PM

8. Housing enhancements and repairs budget (Capital Budget):
Mark Wicks
To Approve

51

6:01 PM

9. Health and Safety: David Barthram

62

i. Update report
ii. Strategic Health and Safety Policy
To Approve
6:11 PM

10. Resident Voice –
i. Engagement Report & Welcome to Tenant Inspectors
ii. Focus on the Community Presentation - Catch 22
To Note

85

1. Welcome, Apologies and Quorum
To Note
Presented by Dirk Paterson

2. Declarations of Interest
To Note
Presented by Dirk Paterson

3. Consent Agenda
i. Minutes of Previous Meeting and Action
Tracker
ii. F&A Chairs Report
iii. Operations & Performance Chairs
Report
iv. Code of Governance Compliance
Update
To Note and Approve
Presented by Dirk Paterson
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Colchester Borough Homes Limited
Minutes of the Hundred and Twentieth Board meeting held at the Mercury Theatre on Wednesday
22nd September 2021 at 5.00pm
Present:
Dirk Paterson (DP)
Karen Smout (KS)
Cllr Tina Bourne (TB)
Justin King (JK)
Nicola Davey (ND)
Fiona Marshall (FM)
Paula Goddard (PG)
Cllr Michelle Burrows (MB)

Chair
Vice Chair
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

In attendance:
Matthew Armstrong (MA)
Angelique Ryan (AR)
Karen Williams
Mark Wicks
Gerardine Murphy
Richard Heppleston
Geoff Beales
Jo Paget

Director of Operations
Head of HR and Governance
Head of Housing
Head of Assets
Head of
Leaseholder
CBC representative
Governance Business Partner

1

Apologies and Quorum.

1.1
2.

Apologies were noted from Cllr Nigel Chapman and Karen Loweman
Declarations of Interest by Board Members and Officers

3.

There were no declarations received
Consent Agenda

3.1

There were no requests from members to add items to the main agenda for discussion

There being no objections or amendments the Chair resolved to APPROVE
1. Minutes of Previous Meeting and Action Tracker
2. Data Retention Policy
3.

CEO Introduction

3.1

Philip Sullivan introduced himself to the Board and attendees
He advised that he had spent his whole career working in social housing, having started
working for a local authority in London. PS then spent 12 years at the Guinness
partnership covering the Anglia area initially and then London and then parts of the East
of England before moving to a Housing Association in Suffolk where he was Director of
Operations and Deputy Chief Executive and most recently PS spent just over 4 years as
Chief Executive of a Housing Association in East London.
1
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4.

CEO Update

4.1

The recently published 2020/21 Review of Consumer Regulation by the Regulator
of Social Housing
This was published by the RSH on 7 September and, as you’ll be aware local authorities
as well as housing associations are regulated by the RSH in respect of its consumer
standards.
This is an annual report by the RSH that highlights key themes of cases
that it investigated over the previous year either in response to a complaint or to a self
referral from the housing provider. It also provides some very useful case studies
making it a very practical reference for housing providers.
The casework continues to demonstrate the importance of four specific areas:
1. meeting health and safety requirements and ensuring tenants’ homes are safe
2. effective communication with tenants, taking into account their diverse needs
3. learning from tenant complaints, and the need for rlandlords to hear the messages
tenants are giving them
4. planning to implement the White Paper, taking steps now to strengthen engagement
with tenants and improve the services they receive.
CMT will go through the review in detail and report back to on any key lessons for
CBH. In the meantime the publication has been added to the Library on Convene.

4.2

The recent Government reshuffle and what this means for housing
The reshufle last week means that the Secretary of State overseeing housing is now
Michael Gove. He’s now renamed the Department from MHCLG to the Department for
Levelling Up, Housing and Communities.
The Housing Minister continues to be Christopher Pincher and Lord Greenhalgh has
retained the Minister of Building Safety role.
I think we can expect to see the new Department have a greater profile in Government
now, but that doesn’t necessarily mean that Housing itself will receive greater
focus. Levelling up seems to be a key priority for Government and the Department, but
time will tell. Levelling up being about recovery from the pandemic with a programme of
action across the UK.
One to watch for any signals on the attitude to social housing is likely to be the spending
review at the end of October.

4.3

The impact of the reduction of the additional £20 Universal Credit payments.
You’ll be aware that a temporary Universal Credit increase of £20 a week was
introduced due to the pandemic.
This is ending on 6 October.
CBH currently has 1,600 UC claimants. Removal of this £20 will directly impact on the
amount of money these individuals or households have and for some it will be
particularly difficult. This comes at a time when energy prices are high and, judging by
the issues with gas supply that have been in the news in the last few days, may well go
higher.
So a very difficult period ahead for many CBH residents and we need to continue with
our tenancy support and financial inclusion work to assist wherever possible.

2

From an organisation perspective it’s worth noting that 75% of our rent arrears are owed
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by UC claimants and so this bring financial risk to CBH and the local economy as well.
The Board resolved to:
i.NOTE the CEO Update
5.

Strategic KPIs and Metrics

5.1

Philip Sullivan introduced the report and highlighted that he was recommending a suite
of strategic metrics to be reported to Board at each of its meetings. The purpose of
reporting the metrics was to provide Board members with a high- level strategic overview
of CBH’s financial, service and compliance performance in one report.

5.2

PS advised that more detailed reporting such as the MTDP would be uploaded to the
Convene library for members to review.

5.3

The Board advised that they would welcome this high-level dashboard report

The Board resolved to:
i.APPROVE the Strategic KPIs and Metrics
6.
Asset Management Strategy
MA introduced the report and highlighted the following
The Asset Management Strategy was currently in draft form and, once a more advanced
version had been prepared by CBC then it would be made available for any Board member
wishing to review it in detail. MA advised he was asking Board members to comment on
the principles of the draft Asset management strategy which the Portfolio Holder had
delegated authority from Cabinet to sign off by December 2021.

The Board resolved to:
i.
7.
HRA Business Plan
7.1

MA introduced the report and highlighted the following
The HRA Business Plan was a 30 year plan, detailing how the Asset Management
Strategy and other HRA related activities will be resourced and how the HRA debt is
managed.
The Plan was a Council document which was due to be signed off at Cabinet in November
2021 and MA was asking the Board to provide any feedback for the authors and Portfolio
Holder to consider.

7.2

KS asked if the plan had a strategy around debt? MA advised that CBC included this
forecast.

7.3

FM asked if CBH were clear on the next steps of the plan and the influence they could
have over the plan, such as being aware of the risk CBC were taking on borrowing and
managing that risk together? PS advised that himself and MA had been invited to a series
of workshops with CBC so they could stay close to the plan and would keep Board
3

Members updated.
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7.4

JK advised that he would like to see Customer Services and ICT services to be added to
the prioirities of the plan.

7.5

DP advised that he would like to see increasing housing supply at the top of the priority
list and would feed this back to the portfolio holder personally.

7.6

TB advised that residents would not benefit in the borough until building took place. She
continued that new housing was required for current tenants such as larger houses and
attractive new homes to enable movement through the pathway, as well as homes to meet
demand pressures.

7.7

Geoff Beales advised that CBC had committed to building 350 new homes by 2024 and
this had been taken into account in the new plan.

7.8

PG commented that she would group fuel poverty and supporting tenants together in the
priorities as if residents could downsize to a smaller property this would aid in tackling fuel
poverty to enable them to afford their bills, and at the same time would release larger
homes.
Mark Wickes advised that efficiency and fuel poverty had been grouped together due to
cost factors.

7.9

JK commented that climate change was missing from the priority list.

7.10

DP advised Geoff Beales that the Board were very keen to be involved with the plan and
would welcome contact from him with regards to any other feedback they could be
involved with.

7.11

MA advised he would feedback to CBC the comments from the meeting.

The Board resolved to:
i.NOTE the HRA business plan and welcome further updates
8.

Health and Safety Update
MA introduced the report
A pre-board question had been received with regards to incident 70 noted at page 7 of
the report, which was “should we still be using this contractor?”
MA advised that this was the first time that Lexden Contracts had worked for the
Council/CBH and NPS, and since works commenced, there have been no other H&S
concerns apart from the incident with the boiler flue.
This corporate building incident was investigated by NPS who have health and safety
responsibilities for this project, they updated David Barthram and the CBC health and
safety manager with the incident findings and conclusion.
The investigation process by NPS and Lexden contracts was open and thorough,
lessons were learned by the contractor and continued contractor monitoring and
management of the project is in place by NPS and CBH.
MA advised that the incident had been reported to the HSE as a RIDDOR and were
awaiting a visit.

4

MA advised he would update the Board with the outcome of the HSE investigation when
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completed.
The Board resolved to:
i.NOTE the Health and Safety Update

End of Public Meeting

Action Tracker

Item

Action

Who

By When

6.

AMS - Need Local PR on
Hardings Close and new build
future housing standard

PS

November
Board
Meeting

AMS - Resident/s to attend
Board to share experience of
energy efficiency successes

JP/MA

November
Board
Meeting

Being arranged for a
future Board meeting

PS/MA
/KL

October
Strategy
Working
Group

This is being picked
up through the
current consultation
on the draft
Strategic Plan.

PS/MA
/KL

Update at
November
Board
Meeting

DB/JP

Agenda Item
for October

6.

6.

7.

8.

AMS - Competing Priorities Vs
Customer Satisfaction
Exec to take away tolerance
levels on priorities and customer
satisfaction - to develop a matrix
and present to the Strategy
Working Group. This needs to
be reflected in strategy
document
HRA Business Plan - Chair
requested that Exec to inform
Board regarding planned
workshops with CBC and to
keep Board updated on matters
arising
Health and Safety - HSE
Investigation from April 2021
To be taken to F&A Committee
in October

Complete
Local PR achieved
through an article in
the Gazette. Wider
PR achieved through
social media eg
Linkedin. Tenants
approached to see if
they wanted to take
part in further comms
but they preferred not
to.

Workshops are being
arranged for
December

Discussed at F&A in
October – see
minutes

5
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FINANCE AND AUDIT CHAIRS REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
Recommendations
The Board is asked to:
1) NOTE the draft minutes and matters discussed at the Finance and Audit Committee on the 20th
October 2021at appendix i
2) APPROVE Terms of Reference – can be found in the Convene Library
Executive summary
This report separates the work of the Finance and Audit Committee into a stand-alone report. This report
sets out the matters discussed at the recent Finance and Audit and Risk Committee and seeks approval of
the Committee’s recommendations on matters requiring Board approval.
1. Minutes and recommendations from the Finance and Audit Committee
The Finance and Audit Committee met on 20th October 2021. The draft minutes form appendix A to this
report.
2. Terms of reference
The Finance and Audit Committee reviewed its terms of reference and approved minor changes were made
to incorporate the changing responsibility of the committee following the board restructure in April, which
now include Health and Safety. Other changes reflected the need for F&A trading performance discussions.
The Terms of Reference can be located in the Convene library
3. Internal Audit
TIAA presented the internal audit progress report highlighting two completed audits:
i.
ii.

Northgate Interface – Reasonable assurance
Assurance Review of Performance Management – Reasonable assurance

TIAA proposed joint Webinar training sessions for CBC and CBH for deep dive into certain topics, and it was
agreed by F&A that a joint webinar session with CBC twice a year could be beneficial for learning and joint
working and asked MA and FD to organise something for January 2022.

4. Health & Safety Update
The Committee reviewed and discussed the Health and Safety Assurance report and welcomed the in depth conversation on tenant safety at the Cannons, and the positive outcomes of recent incident
investigations. (please refer to minutes) It was agreed that the issue of hoarders would be taken to
Operations and Performance Committee for a deep dive into this complex issue and how CBH were
supporting vulnerable tenants.
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6. Use of Reserves Business Case
The Committee approved the request for the use of reserves is to extend the Digital Learning Creator for a
further 12 months until 1st November 2022. The role is providing high quality digital content for staff to learn
on the CBH dedicated e-learning platform.
7. Strategic Risk Register
A list of new strategic risks was presented to the Committee following the Board Risk session in June. The
risks were discussed individually, including how there were formed from the Board’s list of risks, worked up
at the June session. Amendments were made and agreed to be expanded onto the current risk template
and presented to Board in November.
8. Governance Update
The committee discussed the increase in personal data breaches and noted the actions being taken to
resolve this, noted that training had been delivered to the new Senior Information Risk Owner (Matt
Armstrong) strategic lead (Gerardine Murphy), and to 10 CBH Asset Owners over the next few weeks.
The committee also received an update on the recent Fraud investigation and outcomes.
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Colchester Borough Homes Limited
Finance and Audit Committee – Wednesday 20th October 2021 – 5.00pm
Teams Meeting
Present:
Fiona Marshall
Chair
Karen Smout
Vice Chair
Justin King (Co-optee)
Member
In attendance:
Matthew Armstrong
Cong Gu
Fiona Dodimead
Olufolake Mustafa
David Barthram

Director of Business Improvement
Head of Finance
TIAA
TIAA
Health, Safety, Environment & CDM Manager

1.

Welcome and Apologies

1.1

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and apologies were received from Michelle
Burrows

1.2

The Committee agreed to the co-option of Justin King to the Committee to ensure
quoracy.

1.3

The Chair offered her sincere condolences to the organisation and the Finance team for
the sad loss of David Gullen.

2.

Declarations of Interest

2.1

No declarations were raised

3.

Minutes of Previous Meeting and Actions

3.1

The minutes were accepted as being a true and accurate record of the meeting held on
14th July 2021 and were approved by the Committee.

3.2

No actions were noted as still needing completion

4.

The Committee resolved to:
i.APPROVE the minutes from the meeting on ???
Terms of reference review

4.1

JP introduced the report and highlighted that the changes that had been incorporated
were to reflect the changing responsibility of the committee following the board restructure
in April, which now include Health and Safety. Other changes reflected the title of the
Governance Officer and ensuring the terms of reference were still relevant.

1
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4.2

KS raised whether trading performance discussions should sit with F&A?
JK raised that the O&P committee look at the general operations but felt that further
oversight was required from F&A with regards to being comfortable with figures.

4.3

FM advised that she felt if CBH were to take on new business, there were exceptional
circumstances, increased risk or need a need for further investment this should come to
F&A.

4.4

It was agreed that F&A should have oversight of the trading account for assurance that
the team were costing their work and breaking even on contracts and these would be
appended to quarterly accounts each quarter for the committee to see the detail

4.5

The committee agreed that the wording in the ToR should be amended to reflect the
conversation and CG advised she would circulate the trading accounts to the members
following the meeting and append in future reports to the committee.

The committee resolved to
i. APPROVE the ToR subject to minor amendments regarding Trading performance
5.
5.1

Internal Audit
FD introduced the IA Progress report
She highlighted that Page 1 of the report shared feedback from other audit committees as
to how they felt about F&A performance since the pandemic and whether virtual meetings
had seen any impact.

5.2

FD advised that two audit reports had been issued to the committee
1. Northgate Interface – Reasonable assurance
2. Assurance Review of Performance Management – Reasonable assurance

5.3

FD advised that good progress was being made against the audit plan and was running
according to the timetable. FD confirmed there were no overdue recommendation actions.
KS asked why a further audit was to be carried out on Northgate? MA advised that this
audit would be around change management, to assess culture and the use of the
modules and to learn lessons to use in training going forward.
FM asked whether the VM malware vulnerability alert from TIAA was applicable to CBH?
MA advised that CBH had stopped using malware when they went cloud based a few
years ago so was not relevant.

5.4

Northgate Interface
KS asked with regards to Page 5 of other findings on the Northgate interface why a
leasehold flat which was not part of the housing stock had been uploaded to the system?
MA advised that the property was part of a block which consisted of houses and flats over
garages. He continued that it was a freehold property but if any CBH works were to be
carried out it would impact on that property – so was there for information.

5.5

FM asked about the outstanding items on project aurora. MA advised there were 12
outstanding which had been management decisions to implement at a later date, these
items were in an action plan to be carried out before Christmas. FM asked that these
items were not impacting on operability? MA advised that they were not and one example
of the items was the dashboard, which due to not having the system in place that long at
the time, the management team were not in a place to identify the metrics required yet for
display.

2
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5.6

*Performance Management

5.7

FD introduced the report and highlighted the key recommendation which was a process
be put in place to make data extraction and performance reporting automated and
therefore reducing the risk of errors.
JK advised that the new Northgate system would have a role to play with automating; as
the recent O&P committee had conducted a deep dive into voids which highlighted
multiple teams working across different areas of the voids process working with different
KPI’s which Northgate could streamline and make more efficient.

5.8

MA agreed that in the example of voids, the dashboard set-ups and the task manager
function would help automate the process and reporting of relevant metrics and these
formed the list of actions to be completed by March 2022.
FM asked if data collection and storage processes had changed from how they were
managed in the old system?

5.9

MA advised they were slightly different and metrics have different calculations which the
team were currently investigating and comparing to current methods. MA agreed that
automation was the way forward and the team were progressing well in the learning
phase with the new system.
FD asked the committee to note a potential payroll fraud through email claiming to be a
senior manager requesting changes to payroll details. This had been raised from another
client and was worth baring in mind with payroll controls.
FM asked if Payroll was controlled by CBH? CG advised that payroll was based in
Braintree and that CBH had an internal control in place as individuals needed to log in to a
secure portal to change their own details – this would not come from an email or
phonecall.

5.10

JK asked if CBH conducted fraud protection training? And sent out general reminders?
MA advised that CBC were heavily involved with prevention against cyber-attacks – using
Microsoft products and keeping them up to date. MA continued that phishing email scams
were still at large and every year CBH carried out a test to see who ‘click the link’ and
then effectively name and shame. MA also advised that any external email had a yellow
banner bar to remind users of the source of any email.
FD advised that TIAA were offering Webinar training sessions to clients looking at
different topics and advised that they could carry this out for CBC and CBH.
FM advised that a joint webinar session with CBC twice a year could be beneficial for
learning and joint working and asked MA and FD to organise something for January 2022.

The committee resolved to
ii.NOTE the Internal Audit Progress Report
iii.NOTE
6.

Health and Safety Assurance Report

6.1

DB introduced the report and highlighted the following:

6.2

Investigation from HSE
On the 10th of September 2021 the HSE responded in writing following a RIDDOR report
submitted regarding a dangerous occurrence on 15/04/21. The reviewed case detailed
material breaches of Control of Asbestos Regulation 2012.
CBH have been issued with a notification of contravention (NoC), which is a document
that breaks down the health and safety laws broken, and the costs incurred, which is not a
direct fine but a cost for the time spent by the HSE to support and investigate this incident.
3
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asbestos officer and compliance officer to tighten up internal control processes. He
advised the HSE were happy that CBH deal with asbestos in a robust manner so have
closed the investigation.
6.3

Electrical compliance scorecard – DB advised the team were still experiencing access
issues and the compliance officer was working with the ASB team to improve this. DB
continued that the team would be working on the 3-contact approach and would involve
police assistance if necessary.
JK advised there was a noticeable shift in downward trend which was testament to the
fantastic amount of work going on. He asked if the 10-year cycle was a regulatory
standard? MA advised that there was no legislation to require this, however it was
recommended that this is carried out every 10 years in rented properties.
The Council agreed a new policy in relation to fixed electrical installations inspection and
testing in April 2018, following the increasing risk and incidents of fires. The policy states
that the Council’s housing stock should have a satisfactory EICR of no more than 5 years
old.

6.4

JK asked what would happen if CBH could not get access to a property and there was a
fire? DB advised there was a no access matrix used to identify those properties most at
risk and which produced the programme of works. He advised he would share this with
members outside of the meeting along with the current electrical compliance scorecard
MA added that electrical works were intrusive as the whole property needed to be
inspected and then the team had to regain access for remedial works . He continued
those 2 extra staff had been recruited to help with access and resolving issues.

6.5

JK advised he would be highlighting the subject of hoarders for deep dive at O&P
committee to look at what further support can be provided and assurance of evidence that
CBH are performing against the higher risk areas. DB advised that he would be meeting
with Essex Fire Service to look at mini suppression systems which were targeted at
hoarders – he would be investigating costs of the system.
Fire Doors

6.6

MA advised that fire door works were still halted due to issues with the fire door contractor
who had supplied the wrong doors and the team had been doing research into what was
classed as a safe fire door. MA continued that the team had found that Building Control
would be responsible for signing off every fire door and they would have to check it had
been installed correctly at the cost of £150 a visit. MA advised that building control would
not be signing off retrospectively so this brought about another risk with the stock that
would need to be mitigated with fire service advice and considered.
DB advised it was a very challenging time as no one was providing clear guidance at this
time. The best pathway at this time seemed to be to get building control involved early on
in the process to understand contractors, certification and process.
MA advised the NFA had been lobbying on this issue.

6.7

FM advised a score card similar to the electrical compliance would be useful to track
against for assurance of risk on this issue.

The Cannons
6.8

DB advised he had commissioned a full survey and was working with Building Control to
deliver the compartmentalisation works quickly and safely but this would mean a
temporary measure of full evacuation of the building in the meantime.
4
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Cannons, this was completed over 4 days to ensure all staff except for sickness and
annual leave being trained, additional training is scheduled for the remaining staff.
A meeting had been held with the housing manager and team leader for older people’s
services to ensure all tenants living at the cannons are informed of the temporary changes
to the evacuation process at the location, moving from a stay put to a full evacuation. DB
has also requested a tenant meeting and a letter sent to each tenant detailing the new
evacuation requirement.
DB advised he had highlighted his concerns regarding tenant safety and how a suitable
evacuation process can be implemented for the 5 tenants who required extra support to
evacuate the building, which meant additional staff on duty overnight. This was to be
raised with Essex County council to recommend they provide extra overnight resource.
FM advised that this needed to be escalated to a high authority level due to the risk
associated as CBH needed an answer quickly and what the interim contingency plan is.
MA advised he would take this away as an action.
6.9

6.1
0

6.1
1

DB advised he had received a question prior to the meeting asking whether personal
emergency evacuation plans were in place? DB advised they were and he had recently
reviewed the sign up process so tenants completed the PEEP at sign up so this was
available for the fire service in the fire lock box.
Accidents/Incidents
KS asked what action had been taken with the roofing contractor? DB advised that a H&S
audit had been carried out and lessons learnt . DB advised this had been a one off as had
worked with the company before and this was the first time an incident had occurred, and
performance had been good since then.
FM asked if there was any update on the Town hall investigation. DB advised there was
not at this time. He advised that as per the incident above this had been a one off, albeit
very serious mistake and the contractors’ performance had been very good since then

The committee resolved to
i.NOTE the Health and Safety Update
7.
Finance
7.1

Cong GU introduced the reports and highlighted the following

7.2

The Q2 forecast highlights the continuing pressure on the Management Fee and the
challenge in delivering the capital programme which is forecast to be £2.9m underspend.
The delay in CBC commissioning the next Sheltered Scheme will result in the fee
expected within this financial year to move into 2022/23, resulting in a shortfall of £61k in
meeting the General Fund deficit of £161k and no excess profit to support overspends on
the Management Fee.
Excluding capital elements, the YTD income is £130k above budget, which is largely due
to unbudgeted income received from supplementary project management fee from CBC.
Excluding capital expenditure, the YTD expenditure is £180k above YTD budget largely due
to Sub-Contractor costs, which CBH would look to recover from CBC.

7.3

FM advised she would like some assurance that CBH would receive monies back from CBC
as there was no certainty at this time, she advised this would tie in with MA’s conversations
regarding financial planning and how CBC responded to CBH when issues were raised.

5
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Council and minuting discussions.
7.4

CG summarised the Q2 forecast as a deficit of £439k, which included significant
unbudgeted income change in the Supplementary Project Management Fee, which would
be ringfenced in reserves as costs will be in future years. CG also highlighted significant
changes in expenditure which included staff and sub-contractor costs of which she had
requested to recover fencing and voids from the Council, totalling £260k.

7.5

JK highlighted almost 3m of capital works were not taking place which would place
greater demands on completing more work next year and difficulty in maintaining stock to
a good condition. MA advised that the team were aware and they were trying to bring in
extra resource to get the money spent, and where the sheltered scheme had been
delayed they were using the DCM team to get small projects off of the ground.
MA explained there has also been Issues with procurement costs with labour and
materials costs going up. He gave an example of a recent contractor requesting a 39%
increase in rates which means they had had to re-visit the procurement exercise.

7.6

CG advised that as at 30th September, CBH has cash in hand of £3.9m which is 0.2m higher
than end of September 2020. The difference is due to Q2 VAT repayment which was £0.2m
lower than last year. Expenditure levels are similar for both years at this point in time.

7.7

MA asked the committee to note that CBH had set a deficit budget of £94k and were
expecting this figure to be higher so there could be a call to use reserves.
Business Case
MA introduced the report and asked if there were any questions:

7.8

JK noted there could be a potential (if needed) to create online learning content for
residents as well? E.g., climate change, how your home works etc

7.9

KS asked if there was any data re the success of the e-learning so far? e.g., how many
staff have engaged with it, how many courses have been delivered by it, and in which
areas? MA provided the following information
Mandatory eLearning courses % staff completion rate:
Modern Slavery (One off course)
83%
Equality & Diversity (Every 2 years)
92%
Data Protection Awareness (Annually) 78%
First Aid (Annually, launched April 2021) 81%
PREVENT for frontline staff was launched in March, since launch, 91% of frontline staff
have completed the module, which they are required to complete every 3 years.

6
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Title of Course
Personal Safety

available on MyLearning
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Content Rev
Review Over
team to revie
longer visible
Current

Initial launch date
07/11/2018

Audience
All CBH Staff

Frequency
One Off

Equality & Diversity at CBH

31/07/2019

Every 2 years

Equality & Diversity for
Managers
Data Protection Awareness
(incorporating GDPR)
Modern Slavery & Human
Trafficking
Asbestos Awareness

31/07/2019

All CBH staff who are not
managers and Board
Members
All CBH managers

Every 2 years

Current

02/04/2019

All CBH staff

Current

15/10/2019

Annually (Statutory
requirement)
One Off

PREVENT

18/03/2021

Manual Handling

13/02/2020

All CBH staff and Board
Members
Identified roles by Health Annually
& Safety team.
Frontline staff and CBH
Every 3 years
Board members
New starters and existing One off
staff who haven’t
completed classroom
training.

CBH Induction, Parts 1 and 2

01/02/2020

07/08/2019

Unconscious Bias
Introduction to First Aid

Legionella Awareness

TBC

All CBH new starters
All CBH staff
All CBH managers
All CBH Staff (those who
have a current FAW
certificate will be
encouraged to complete
but not essential).
All Visiting Officers

Current
Current
Current

Awaits review
Safety team
launching to
will be requir
years.
Latest versio
launch Octob
Current
Current

One off
One off
Annually

Every 3 years

Due to be lau
final review b

Soft Skills and Wellbeing courses currently available in MyLearning

Title of Course
Mentoring for Mentors
Managing Yourself and Your
Time
Healthy Lifestyles
Stress Awareness
Mental Health Awareness
Smoking Awareness
Drugs & Alcohol Awareness

Module promoted in conjunction with:
External mentoring workshop (delivered by The Training
Team).

Author
HR & Governance
HR & Governance

CBH’s Health & Wellbeing.
Managers Stress Awareness workshop delivered by
Provide.
Mental Health Day and the work of the Mental Health
First Aiders, “Tea and Talk” days

HR & Governance
HR & Governance
HR & Governance

HR & Governance
Promoted in conjunction with CBH Drug & Alcohol policy. HR & Governance
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the system allowed automatic updates to remind staff regarding outstanding training and
the team also followed this up with individuals.
FM advised that it would be good for the committee to see the outputs from the post. MA
advised that he would share a link to the onboarding module so members could see
progress made with inductions.
5-year business plan verbal update
MA advised CBH had had their annual strategic meeting with CBC and had presented
what was needed to balance the business plan and also added in;
i.

ii.
iii.

An over inflation pay increase for staff of 3.2%. This was due to trade roles in
particular being 15-20% below market pay and the rest of the staff were 5-10%
below.
Pension fund – CBH have requested that the next determination round of 3
years to be funded by the Council
Requested additional money for material increases

The total of these requests total just under half million on the management fee and CBH
were awaiting a response. MA advised the Board would be updated as soon as they
heard anything.
MA updated the Committee that a scoping meeting had been arranged with Scrutton
Bland for a pension appraisal and would organise a special meeting to come back to the
committee.
Accommodation project verbal update
MA advised that the Council had been quoted for works which were far higher than the
budget, therefore they were now considering what works would take priority. The air
source heat pump and ventilation being the most costly.
MA advised that CBH had put aside £150k from reserves and a little of this money had
been spent on consultancy fees and further monies (under 10k) would be spent on room
bookings when Rowan House closed.
The committee resolved to
i.APPROVE the Q2 accounts
ii.APPROVE the use of reserves business case template
iii.NOTE the 5- year business plan update
iv.NOTE the Rowan House refurbishment update
8.

Strategic Risk Register Update

8.1

MA introduced the report and advised he was seeking feedback and questions on the
suggested strategic risk register

8.2

KS advised that she felt risks 1 & 6 were too broad and had lost sight of specific concerns
that the Board had. KS suggested grouping e f and o so the sustainability/carbon zero risk
was clearer.

8.3

KS also suggested that a Board concern was about having enough housing stock
therefore this should be pulled out as an individual risk, and that a risk around ‘keeping
abreast of technology’/harnessing productivity with systems we have.
8
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8.4
MA advised that he felt the housing stock risk sat with the Council as at this time CBH

were not developing homes and this was likely not to change in the near future. The
committee agree and noted that this could be a possible emerging risk if the future
strategic picture was to change.
8.5

MA felt the risk with regards to technology, this was based on the amount CBH had to do
to get systems off the ground to boost service delivery.

8.6

KS advised she felt the wording on the breach of consumer regulations should be
changed to name the specific regulations

8.7

JK advised that consideration should be made around the risks of Fraud, tenancy Fraud.
GDPR and data breaches and this would be potentially linked to the technology risk.

8.8

8.9

FM asked what resource was allocated in the organisation for information security? MA
advised that he had taken on the SIRO role and the DPO officer sat in the Council and
they met regularly.
FM advised it would be good to see what action is being taken in the SIRO role and to
understand strategically the actions and interventions CBH were taking. It was agreed this
would be added to the January agenda

The committee resolved to
i.APPROVE the Strategic Risk Register subject to suggested changes
9.

Governance Update

9.1

JP introduced the report and highlighted the following:
i.

ii.

9.2

A spotlight on data breaches was to be produced to go out to all staff to
highlight the increasing trend. This would be shared with Board under the risk
item to demonstrate actions being taken
Insurance claims had been added to the governance report as overview was a
committee responsibility

FM asked what follow up action was being undertaken to get the data protection training
to 100%? JP had received feedback from Andrew Harley which advised
“How to increase DP completion rates is a concern I have recently discussed with Matt
(as Senior Information Risk Owner), Gerardine (strategic lead) and Daniella (who is my
CBH DP supervisor). We have agreed that CBH’s DP e-learning needs to incorporate
some key messages contained within CBC’s DP e-learning course, following which the
updated CBH course will be relaunched. In view of continued concerns around the level of
personal data breaches, we have agreed to require all staff to retake the updated course
within a short set time period such as 4 weeks. I will identify specific text for incorporation,
and will also include detail on CBH breaches so we can reduce risk.”
Fraud Investigation Update

9.3

MA advised that CBH had gone back to AC Leigh to recover costs. He advised that a
meeting had been set up in the next week to discuss, and if they were not agreeable then
CBH would go down the criminal route. He continued that the case had been investigated
under criminal standards.

9.4

MA advised he had enquired with Zurich if CBH were insured for fraud and it had been
confirmed that this was only for internal fraud. FM commented that she would hope that
AC Leigh has their own insurance to cover any reimbursement costs.

9
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The Committee resolved to
1.NOTE the Governance Update
9.

AOB

9.1

No business was raised

End of Meeting

F&A Committee Action List
20th October 2021
Action
No access matrix
and electrical
compliance
scorecard to be
shared with the
Committee via
email

Who
MA

By When
31.10.2021

Fire Doors - FM
advised a score
card similar to the
electrical
compliance would
be useful to track
against for
assurance of risk
on this issue.

DB

Jan 2022

The Cannons Fire
Evacuation
Process – to be
escalated to a high
authority level in
ECC due to the
risk associated
FM advised that it
would be good for
the committee to
see the outputs
from the Digital
learning creator .
MA advised that he
would share a link
to the onboarding
module so
members could

MA

31.10.2021

MA

31.10.2021

Sent via email

Sent via email

10
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with inductions.
FM advised it
would be good to
see what action is
being taken in the
SIRO role and to
understand
strategically the
actions and
interventions CBH
were taking. It was
agreed this would
be added to the
January agenda

MA

Jan 2022

Include in Governance
Update

11
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OPERATIONS AND PERFORMANCE CHAIRS REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES
BOARD
Recommendations
The Board is asked to:
1) NOTE the draft minutes and matters discussed at the Operations and Performance Committee on
the 4th November 2021 at Appendix 1
Executive summary
This report separates the work of the Operations and Performance Committee into a stand-alone report.
This report sets out the matters discussed at the recent Operations and Performance Committee and seeks
approval of the Committee’s recommendations on matters requiring Board approval.
1. Minutes and recommendations from the Operations and Performance Committee
The Operations and Performance Committee met on 4th November 2021. The draft minutes form
Appendix 1 to this report.
2. Medium Term Delivery Plan KPI’s
The Committee reviewed and approved recommended changes to the headline indicators;
Customer Satisfaction - replacing transactional satisfaction with a perception measure of overall satisfaction
with the landlord. This was a well-established metric in the sector and appears in the draft measures in the
Social Housing White Paper.
Gas Compliance - Due to the high profile and focus on all aspects of safety compliance in particular across
the sector, consideration is being given on developing a dashboard of compliance measures, including gas
compliance, and EPC levels (efficiency target) to be monitored together.
3. Customer Plan
The committee received a report on progress over the last 12 months with implementation of the Customer
Plan. It was noted that great progress and achievement had been made on the plan despite the effects of
the pandemic over the last 18 months
4. VFM Plan
The committee received a report on progress on the VFM Plan and it was noted that CBH remained
comfortably on target to achieve the headline target of the Plan, which was to maintain top quartile
performance by 2022 in the cost of housing and property management services.

5. Spotlight Reports
The committee welcomed spotlight reports and discussion on the following;
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Rent collection – Cause, Affects and Trends
Housing Solutions - current trends and update on Afghan refugee housing support
Repairs and Maintenance - update on service delivery and performance

6. Complaints and Cllr enquiries
The committee received an update on complaints and Cllr enquiries and noted the following;
•
•
•

Housemark data showed that disruption to repairs services had continued throughout the summer
through shortages of trades and supplies.
Responsive repairs accounted for 56% of complaints across the sector so far in 2021/22, compared
to 49% at CBH.
In September 59% of CBH complaints related to responsive repairs.

An audit carried out by TIAA in September 2021 reviewed CBH’s compliance to the Housing Ombudsman
Complaints Handling code. The review found that complaints policies and procedures are in place for
compliance with the Housing Ombudsman service.
There were no cases currently open with the Housing Ombudsman as at the end of September.
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Colchester Borough Homes Limited
Operations and Performance Committee – Thursday 4th November – 5:30pm
Teams Meeting
Present:
Tina Bourne
Chair
Nigel Chapman
Member
Justin King
Member
Nicola Davey
Co-optee
In attendance:
Karen Loweman
Matthew Armstrong
Geoff Beales
Tracey Brushett
Luke Tappenden
Claire James
Karen Williams
Jo Paget
Richard Dowling
Andy Gray

Director of Operations
Director of Business Improvement
CBC
Head of Housing Options
Business Intelligence Officer
Customer Experience Team Leader
Head of HR and Governance
Governance Business Partner
Housing Manager
Works Manager

1.

Welcome and Apologies

1.1
2.

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and no apologies were received
The Chair advised Nicola Davey had been co-opted to the Committee to ensure quoracy
Declarations of Interest

2.1
3.

No declarations were received
Minutes of the last meeting

3.1

The Minutes of the meeting on the 7th October 2021 were approved

The Committee resolved to:
i.APPROVE the minutes of the last meeting on the 7th October 2021
4.

How are we performing?

4.1

LT introduced the MTDP Dashboard review and highlighted the following headlines;
% Customer Satisfaction Comments – LT advised that technical issues remained frustrating our
ability to automatically send in-house surveys. This was being investigated by I.T. to rectify
% Repairs completed on time – LT advised there had been a dip in performance due to staff
absence through sickness and Covid related issues
% Rent collected from current tenants – LT advised that performance appeared to dip and
increase month on month, and one of the factors affecting these changes in performance was the
number of direct debit collections that fall in the reporting period. LT highlighted the following
•
•

In October, there was another dip expected, as the reporting period runs from 4 October
to 31 October - capturing only 4 direct debit payment days.
In November, an increase would be expected, as the period runs from 1 November to the
5 December – capturing 6 direct debit payment days.

Re-lets forecasting –LT advised that over the next 6 months CBH were not likely to reach the relets target due to lack of supplies and resources (contractors were suffering from supply issues
1

and people power) KL advised the shortages were having knock on effect on works targets and
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teams were very frustrated. She added that CBH could also not control what properties came back
to when, however 25 days to re let a property was still a good performance when compared to
peers and members were reminded that this target included capital works.
MTDP KPI’s
KL introduced report and advised of the following highlights
The current approach was to have a small set of headline indicators, that remain largely
unchanged, for the life of the plan as long as they continue to reflect the Council’s overall
priorities.
Customer Satisfaction – KL advised of discussion with CBC to consider replacing transactional
satisfaction with a perception measure of overall satisfaction with the landlord. This was a wellestablished metric in the sector and appears in the draft measures in the Social Housing White
Paper.
Gas compliance – Due to the high profile and focus on all aspects of safety compliance in
particular across the sector, consideration is being given on developing a dashboard of
compliance measures, including gas compliance, and EPC levels (efficiency target) to be
monitored together.
GB explained that the EPC’s was a key target in the asset management strategy, to have all stock
in a Band C in by 2030, and the proposed compliance dashboard would be a useful tool for both
the Board and the Principal Liaison group to monitor and review.
No questions were received from Members

The committee resolved to
i.NOTE & APPROVE the MTDP KPI’S proposals
5.
5.1
5.2

Customer Plan
KW introduced the report and highlighted the following
KW advised that the organisation was not where it wanted to be with some of the deliverables on
the housing management system. She continued that the plan had anticipated the system to
provide increased Customer interaction which included the development of the new housing online
portal. This would enable customers to self-serve, including the ability to
book appointments for repairs. This was not expected to be complete by Spring 2022.
A new Customer Experience team was now in place and developing activity to improve customer
access to services and how we manage complaints.

Tenant Inspectors had been trained to help improve customer journeys. The inspectors were
currently looking at the website and were being used as an internal audit to make
recommendations for change.
5.3

A My Customer induction eLearning module had been launched for all new starters which
incorporated the Customer Charter.
NC asked how the tenant inspectors were managed and led? CJ advised that whilst the resident
engagement officer post had been vacant Nikki Williams had been working with the inspectors and
they had all gone through training with TPAS. She continued that they had started first inspection
on the website and had all met in Rowan House, had met with the IT officer, had conducted
thorough research and were formulating their report. This report would be feedback to the Resident
Voice Panel and through to Board.

2
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well received and he felt there needed to be lot of encouragement and support to assist residents
using them in the sheltered schemes. KW advised that CBH had worked with the CBC digital team,
had conducted a lot of training in the schemes and residents were accessing.
JK advised that it was a very encouraging read and lots had been achieved, despite the context of
the last 18 months
KW advised that she hoped that by March that the outstanding actions would be completed
TB congratulated the staff on their great achievements
The committee resolved to
i.NOTE the customer plan
6.
VFM Plan
6.1

MA introduced the report and highlighted the following
CBH remained comfortably on target to achieve the headline target of the Plan, which was to
maintain top quartile performance by 2022 in the cost of housing and property management
services.
HouseMark benchmarking showed CBH has the second lowest housing management costs in the
Eastern region for 2020/21 and third lowest for responsive repairs and void works, the lowest for
costs of rent collection and the third highest rent collection rates (as at 20 October)
MA advised there were outstanding actions, one was to do with housing system, which was the
online reporting and dashboard reporting. These were scheduled to be in place by the end of
March 2022.
The second was the Competency framework, so there was an IT framework for every role in the
company. This is planned to be achieved by March 2022.
No questions were received

The committee resolved to
i. NOTE the VFM Plan
7.

Severe weather plan

7.1

KL provided a verbal update and highlighted that there were two key plans in terms of severe
weather

7.2

1.Business continuity plan – CBH needed to ensure business continuity in stock and sheltered
schemes, such as gaining access and carrying out inspections. KL advised CBH were working
closely with MEARS on gas provision and to produce DIY tips for residents. KL advised that
working in a more agile way did make the plan a little easier for the workforce provision.
2.Severe weather emergency provision for rough sleepers – KL advised that since covid there
were very few rough sleepers on the streets as CBH did bring them in. She advised that the count
currently sat at 3 or 4.
KL advised that CBH worked with partners such as Nightshelter and Beacon House to operate day
time support as well as night time accommodation.
TB asked if KL felt that rough sleeping issues had finally been settled due to the pandemic? KL
advised that yes, whilst there was sufficient finance in place. She advised there was currently
funding from the Department of Housing, Communities and Local government (DLUHC) but if this
was to drop CBH would need to look to the Council for this provision.
TBrs advised that the DLUHC were asking for providers to avoid hostel accommodation so CBH
were working on that basis are working with that and ‘dormitory style’ accommodation would not be
justified in the future.
TBrs advised CBH had identified a cohort of people that were unable to stay in long term
accommodation due to behaviour and were working hard with partners to work together to support
them. TBrs continued that people were also drifting into Colchester again and they were monitoring
this closely and reconnecting them with from where they came from.
KL advised that this should be a better winter due to the new housing provision and grant funding
available.
3
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The committee resolved to
i.NOTE the Severe Weather Plan update
8.
Spotlight Reports

8.1

Rent collection

8.2

Richard Dowling introduced the report and highlighted the following
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Following several years of exceptional and successful rent collection performance, there had been
a reversal in performance and the last 2 years.
There were five main causes
Universal Credit (UC) and Welfare Reform (Under occupation bedroom tax) - paid direct to the
tenant a month in arrears which caused problems as was not paid to CBH. Over the next few years
400-500 residents will be migrating to this each year
Northgate NPS/NEC – caused significant problems – first 6 months couldn’t take any action due to
Housing Benefit not being posted to accounts and still ineffective as the rent module is still not
operating effectively. CBH had been unable to send quarterly rent statements generated by the
system, and the automation of trigger letters once an account has gone into arrears is still not
operational.

Legal Delays - an extra review and unnecessary hearing has been built into the court system
resulting in further delays. Some hearings are now taking more than 2 years to be heard by a
judge. A court referral now requires 6 different documents to be produced.
Resource Issues - Officers now have to monitor twice as many arrears cases as they previously
managed in a average year, but with the same level of resources. There are plans to appoint two
fixed-term positions of the next 6 months.
Cultural Shift - there appears to be a cultural shift in tenants’ attitudes towards rent payments
Some of this may be due to the government message that ‘nobody is losing their home’
Questions from Members
JK advised that with regards to the system related issues, management needed to keep
momentum to progress resolution. MA advised that rent arrears was first on the priority list which
the ICT team were working on. He continued that the solution was there and training will follow but
remained difficult with Covid measures and staff capacity
JK asked given the increase in arrears being reported and the various reasons explained, were the
team looking at an action plan to tackle these reasons? And would they consider the
implementation of any intelligence based preventive measures such as Experian Rental Exchange
or their Tenancy Sustainment Module? RD advised that the team had looked at nudge techniques
but there were good processes in place that had been disrupted, and it required quick interaction
with tenants from the expertise in the teams who knew their tenants.
ND advised that she was seeing residents in dire straits in the greenstead area and there was an
increase in in work poverty and mental health issues. She advised that UC only provided 5 days
notice of how much monies you would receive which made it increasingly hard to budget and
people were having to make decisions as to whether to prioritise ther rent or clothing their child for
school. She encouraged the teams to talk with their tenants, as there was a stigma that needed to
be dispelled which was just because you are in debt with your rent doesn’t mean you are in debt
with other bills.
JK commented that teams needed to identify the small cohort that do withhold and who can afford
their rent and support those who need extra support
RD advised that the main issues was that the team needed a system that was effective and
efficient in order to monitor accounts and this core function was missing.

4
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this extra resource would be welcomed to cover workloads but it was a mix of the extra resource
and an effective system that would solve the current issues.
Housing Solutions
TBrs introduced the report and advised it followed on and reinforced RD’s report above – she
highlighted the following
Some of the biggest national concerns, which would affect those living in Colchester was Universal
credit and represented a cut of £1040 per year to those receiving it. On top of this there were the
increased energy costs
This year had seen a rise in applications from people experiencing homelessness from relatives
and friends or through relationship breakdowns, and domestic abuse cases have increased.
There has been a rise in approaches from people who are experiencing homelessness for the first
time, people who have been furloughed and those who are newly unemployed. The team were
working hard to ensure that assistance is provided where we they could help people navigate the
Welfare Benefit system.
The lack of affordable housing both in the Social and private sector has led to the waiting times for
those to whom a duty has been accepted has grown longer.
Afghan refugees - Six large families were placed by the Home Office at the Rose and Crown
Colchester, a similar number were placed in a hotel in
Chelmsford. The Communities team at CBC have been working with the MOD and the
Home Office and have accepted 10 properties from the MOD to temporarily house Afghan
families. CBH has been part of a working group to help set these properties up which will be leased
to CBC for 2 years and will be let on a non-secure tenancy.
TB asked what had happened to the Syrian refugees that CBH housed? Were they still in CBH
accommodation and could they still afford the rent? KL advised that a paper had been raised to the
council which outlined a number of risks, one of those being what happens at the end of the grant
funding. The working group were considering mitigations to this.
Repairs and Maintenance
Andy Gray introduced the report and highlighted the following
The repairs service was a completely reactive service that operated 24/7 and the team did not stop
throughout the pandemic.
The team’s performance in areas of key performance have remained consistently positive, and this
was a credit to the team who pride themselves in delivering a good service to our customers
There had been overspend with the Sub Contractors due to supply and resource costs. The team
were experiencing major difficulty in recruiting to posts due to demand for this workforce and not
being able to compete with pay.
Materials shortages – the team stockpiled where they could so the service could keep going. AG
gave the example of it taking 15 days to get a wc pan to complete a job.
The ‘Pingdemic’ had affected resource in the team therefore thy had to work even harder to
achieve targets.
JK commented that the report affirmed the benefits of having an inhouse repairs service, as CBH
had continued to work through the pandemic where other HA’s had not been able to. He
commented there could be an opportunity to grow the inhouse team through apprenticeships in the
future rather than having to rely on contractors.
NC commented that he knew the Executive were conducting a review on pay scales and asked
where the organisation was with this? KL advised that the pay scales have been reviewed and
were now looking at how CBH could afford this through the management fee.
5

ND commented that it would be good to inform tenants through housing news and views regarding
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the shortage of supplies and the effect on the repairs service, so that residents were aware.
KL advised that she was working with customer service centre to handle customer expectation at
the first point of contact.
TB congratulated the team on their performance and advised it was realised that the team
continued to make our residents home safe, and that this had continued through pandemic.
The committee resolved to
i.NOTE the Spotlight Reports
9.
Complaints
9.1

CJ introduced the report and advised that she had tried to change the report format as requested
at the last meeting but this only made the report more difficult to read.
CJ highlighted the following
•
•
•

Housemark data showed that disruption to repairs services had continued throughout the
summer through shortages of trades and supplies.
Responsive repairs accounted for 56% of complaints across the sector so far in 2021/22,
compared to 49% at CBH.
In September 59% of CBH complaints related to responsive repairs.

Repairs had been affected by operatives and sub-contractors unable to work due to illness and
isolation requirements, as well as a national shortage of trades and materials. This was reflected in
complaints throughout the sector.
The CBH website had been updated with information for customers to provide information on the
status of different elements of the repairs service.
Repairs - Reporting Repairs
An audit carried out by TIAA in September 2021 reviewed CBH’s compliance to the Housing
Ombudsman Complaints Handling code. The review found that complaints policies and procedures
are in place for compliance with the Housing Ombudsman service.
There were no cases currently open with the Housing Ombudsman as at the end of September.
8 out of 25 Councillor service requests related to communal grounds maintenance, which is a
service provided by CBC on CBH's behalf.
6 out of 17 responsive repairs enquiries related to time taken. 11 were reporting new repairs or
enquiring about previous repairs logged.
JK noted that Members sent in 70+ enquiries and or service requests in the month of September,
which was high and asked why residents were going to their Cllr instead of reporting direct?
CJ advised that resident thought that this would be a quicker route with a faster outcome when in
fact it held up the process. She continued that once a full customer insight team was in place they
would be working with Cllrs to educate them on the reporting process through the website/phone
so they could signpost their residents.
GB asked for it to be noted that CBH did not receive a lot of complaints vs repairs transactions that
were carried out and this was a good achievement.

End of Meeting
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
Wednesday 24th November 2021

Report Title

0003iv Code of Governance Compliance progress review

Author

Jo Paget – Governance Business Partner
Jo.paget@cbhomes.org.uk

Report Objective:
Matters to
note/Exception
Highlights

To ask the Board to note progress on actions required to ensure compliance with
the Code of Governance by March 2022
The compliance checklist can be found in the Convene library

Tenant involvement and empowerment☒
Home☒
Link to Consumer
Standard objective

Sensitivity

Tenancy☒

Neighbourhood and community☒
Action
Commercial
Confidential
✓
Open

Assurance
Noting
Approval

✓
✓

Recommendations
The Board is asked to NOTE the highlighted actions required to ensure compliance and APPROVE that
there is a publicly available declarations of interest register on our website.
Executive summary
At the Board Meeting in February 2021 Members were asked to approve the CBH Code of Governance
Policy and note the action plan for delivery on the NHF Code of Governance.
A gap analysis exercise was conducted in May 2021 to identify weaker areas of compliance that CBH
needed to action by 2022 in order to satisfy the code and in readiness for publication and a further review
has taken place to track progress.
Highlights for members to note are
1.5.3 – There is a publicly available register for board and committee member declarations of interest
which is reported on annually to the board – CBH do conduct an annual review to gather the information
for the annual financial statements governance statement which is presented to Board. To ensure
compliance members are asked to approve the register being published on the CBH website Board
Member information page.
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3.1.3 - Where there are executive Board members, the Board formally records and publishes policies
about the role they play on the Board and committees, and makes clear those matters for which they
must leave the meeting, or not participate in debate or decision-making. - CBH publish the Mem & Arts
on the website, the Terms of reference for F&A and G&R are explicit that CEO is not a member and
these too are published on website. We record declarations of interest at every meeting, and publish out
Board minutes so we demonstrate matters in which the CEO could be conflicted and record openly if the
CEO is asked not to take part in certain agenda debates.
To ensure compliance members are asked to note that we will make a more formal statement/policy in a
future standing orders document to be brought to Board for approval in February 2022.
3.9.1(b) – Effectiveness in role-modelling the desired culture, value and behaviours of the organisation –
The Governance and remuneration committee reviewed and approved the new CBH Board Code of
Conduct policy in May 2021. In order to ensure compliance with the code (a) every member of the Board
will be required to sign a copy of the code of conduct in order to evidence they have read and understood
the policy (b) CBH will review and consider adoption of the new NHF code of conduct which will be
launched at the end of 2021/early 2022. This will be a single code for individuals ,14 pages long and
comprise of four parts, each with principles and expectations:
I.
Acting in the best interests of the association and its residents
II.
Behaving with integrity
III.
Conducting yourself professionally and treating others well
IV.
Protecting yourself, others and the environment
4.2.3 – The Audit committee annually meets with the external auditors with only non-executives present –
This will be incorporated in the Board workplan for 2022/23 in July when Scrutton Bland present the end
of year accounts.

4. Appointment of Resident Board
Member
To Note
Presented by Dirk Paterson

5. Directors Update – Non-Confidential
To Note and Approve
Presented by Philip Sullivan
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
Wednesday 24 November 2021
Report Title

0005 Directors Update – Non Confidential

Author

Philip Sullivan, Chief Executive

Report Objective:

The Directors Report covers matters that are of relevance to the Board,
but do not need a standalone agenda item.
Recommendations are incorporated within each item covered in the
report.
Tenant involvement and empowerment ☒

Link to Consumer
Standard objective

Home ☒
Tenancy ☒
Neighbourhood and community ☒

Sensitivity

Commercial
Confidential
Open

Action
✓

Assurance
Noting
Approval

✓
✓

Executive summary
The Directors Report covers matters that are of relevance to the Board, but do not need a
standalone agenda item.
Recommendations are incorporated within each item covered in the report.
FOR DECISION
1.

Operational Scheme of Delegation (Philip Sullivan)

1.1 The Operational Scheme of Delegation, that sets out which staff members have authority to
make certain operational decisions, has been reviewed by DMT and some administrative
updates are being recommended to Board. The recommended changes:
• Update job titles or Committee names so that they are current and accurate
• Extend authority in a small number of areas from the Chief Executive or 2 members of
DMT to all 3 members of DMT. This allows for decisions to be taken in the absence of
a DMT member. This relates to “administrative” activity, for example, the ability to hear
an appeal against refusal to support a professional qualification request.
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Extend authority in a small number of areas from Heads of Service to all members of
CMT. For example, the ability to apply for a warrant to enter premises is currently
restricted to the Head of Housing. However, in practice this authority is needed for
access linked, for example, to compliance work and hence at least two other Heads of
Service.

1.2 The recommended changes, as indicated in 1.1, are not material and hence the lengthy
Operational Scheme of Delegation has not been included with this report. A tracked change
version of the Scheme has, however, been added to the Library for this meeting so that any
Board member wishing to review it in detail has the opportunity to do so.
1.3 Board members are asked APPROVE the updated Operational Scheme of Delegation.

2.

HouseMark Update (Philip Sullivan)

2.1 Board members and staff received the 2020/21 Housemark benchmarking outcome
presentation on 10 November. The following shows the summary position when compared to
social housing providers in the Eastern Region:
2020/21

1.
2.
3.
4.

Responsive repairs
Voids and lettings
Rent arrears
Tenancy management

2019/20

5.
6.
7.
8.

Resident engagement
Customer services
Neighbourhood management
Community investment

2.2 Board members are asked to note that the rent arrears metric has been used instead of rent
collection. Arrears performance was better than collection in 2020/21 compared to our peers,
but is considered to be a fairer representation of CBH’s performance. This is because
collection will often be higher for organisations with previous poor performance because there
is more rent to collect and disadvantages organisations, such as CBH, where performance
has been consistently good.

2
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2.3 The summary position shows that CBH continues to be a very cost effective housing provider.
Whilst overall performance remains very good, Board members will note that in certain areas,
such as voids and lettings, CBH has moved from an upper to a median quartile performer. An
element of caution is however required as only 9 (compared to 20 for 2019/20) peers within
the Eastern Region have to date submitted their performance to Housemark.
2.4 Board members will recall from previous Housemark reports the significant amount of money
that CBH is in effect saving CBC, when compared to our peers, in delivering its services. This
is true again for 2020/21 as the following table evidences:

Function

TCPP CBH

TCPP
median

CPP saving

Aggregate
saving

Responsive repairs

£354.40

£565.87

£211.47

£1,231,813

Void works

£209.17

£257.86

£48.69

£283,620

Housing management

£243.82

£388.59

£144.77

£843,285

Cyclical works

£212.21

£319.45

£107.24

£624,673

£1,019.60

£1,531.77

£512.17

£2,983,391

Total

The costs in the above table reflect reduced spending in certain areas by all organisations, for
example on responsive repairs, during the year because of the pandemic. CBH delivered an
aggregate saving of £2.893m compared to the median costing organisation. This is a £0.5m
greater saving than the previous year compared to our peers.
2.5 For any Board member unable to attend and wanting to see the 10 November Housemark
presentation a recording has been made and is being emailed to Board members.
2.6 As referred to in 2.3, because a number of our Eastern Region peers have not yet submitted
their 2020/21 data Board is asked to AGREE to receive an update on CBH’s Housemark
benchmarking performance at its February 2022 meeting. Board is also asked to NOTE that
an action plan for any specific issues arising from the feedback will then be prepared so that
improvements for the year ahead can be identified and implemented. Subject to any
comments or questions Board is asked to NOTE the remainder of this Housemark update.

3
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FOR NOTING
3.

Social Housing White Paper (SHWP) Update (Matthew Armstrong)

3.1 DMT met with the CBC client team on the 29th September and briefed the CBC Senior
Management Team on 15th November on progress in delivering the SHWP action plan and
the key decisions required.
3.2 The SHWP action plan is a self-assessment check list provided by the Housing Quality
Network and is being used to track our progress. The following bullets highlight some of the
areas which have been completed:
• A review of fire safety has been completed for general needs blocks and sheltered
housing, engaging with residents, and now providing online fire plans, individual fire
personal evacuation plans with an easy-to-understand copy to residents, and safety
posters displayed in blocks.
• This year’s Annual Report to residents has been developed to assist with evidencing
compliance with Consumer Standards.
• The new Asset Management Strategy is in progress, has been consulted with residents
and will support actions required for the SHWP.
3.3 There are several key areas of the action plan that will require approval from the Council and
notification through the Management Agreement, including:
• Accountable person for Building Safety and ensuring compliance with the Consumer
Standards set by the Regulator of Social Housing.
• A protocol needs to be in place with the Council who will report any breaches of
regulatory standards, following notification from CBH.
• We are developing a more comprehensive “compliance dashboard” to provide both CBC
and CBH with more detailed up to date compliance information.
• We need to develop our Resident Engagement Action Plan to include more consultation
with residents, to help them take responsibility and understand safety of their homes and
engage residents in developing and reporting tenant satisfaction measures.
• The National Federation of ALMO’s (NFA) and the Council’s with ALMO’s Group
(CWAG) have prepared a draft checklist to assist Councils and ALMO’s in gaining
assurance that the necessary requirements of the Consumer Standards and safety
legislation are being fulfilled. Once agreed, this checklist can be a standing item on the
Principal Liaison Meetings between CBH and CBC.
3.4 Board is asked to NOTE CBH’s current work in respect of the SHWP.

4.

STAR Survey Update (Karen Loweman)

4.1

CBC commissioned our Survey of Tenants and Residents (STAR) and this was undertaken
through a mix of posted and online surveys sent to residents between June and August 2021.
This is a standard survey which allows us to benchmark satisfaction with services and includes

4
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core questions from the Housemark STAR framework supplemented by questions to help us
develop future services. It is important to note that the period in which the survey was
completed coincided with the relaxing of social distancing measures, where public confidence
was particularly low.
4.2 Responses were received from 735 general needs and sheltered tenants and 195
leaseholders. This is a significantly smaller number of respondents than the 2018 survey
which was completed by 1,323 residents. A full report of the survey, once completed, will be
made available to Board members. In the meantime Board is asked to note the following
information:

STAR measure
Overall satisfaction
Quality of home
Safety & security
Ease of dealing with
CBH
Satisfaction with last
repair
Neighbourhood as a
place to live
Rent is value for money
Service charge – value
for money
Listening to views &
acting on them
Net promoter score

Lower
quartile
81%
78%
83%
77%

Median
quartile
85%
80%
85%
83%

Upper
quartile
88%
86%
90%
87%

2021
CBH
80%
85%
85%
79%

2018
CBH
83%
78%
82%
82%

79%

82%

87%

81%

80%

82%

85%

87%

83%

84%

85%
70%

88%
77%

91%
79%

87%
72%

87%
70%

60%

68%

76%

58%

65%

21

31

43

23

New for 2021

4.3 When compared to 2018 the overall level of satisfaction has dropped (from 83% to 80%) as
has the satisfaction that CBH listens and acts on the views of its residents (58% compared to
63% in 2018). Encouragingly, however, all other measures have either remained at the same
level of satisfaction or increased. Note particularly that the satisfaction with the overall quality
of the home has increased to 84% from 77% in 2018.
4.4 Tenants were asked questions regarding services provided by CBH, and what they feel the
organisation should focus on to improve. Repairs and maintenance was the highest priority
with over three quarters (77%) stating this, with overall quality of home 47% and value for
money of the rent and service charges at 31%. Board is asked to NOTE that actions aimed
at responding to this feedback will be incorporated into the Strategic Plan action plan for
2022/23.

5
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Rent Setting 2022/23

5.1 The then Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government (MHCLG) published in
February 2019 new guidance on setting rents which came into effect from 1 April 2020. The
new policy permits annual rent increases on social rent properties of up to CPI plus 1% from
the start of the 2020/21 rent year, for a period of at least five years.
5.2 The decision on rent increases rests with the Council whose stated policy is to follow the
guidance and increase by up to CPI + 1% annually. The increase is based on the CPI figure
from the previous September which was 3.1% in 2021 and will mean a rent increase of up to
4.1% from April 2022. This comes at a difficult time for many residents due, for example, to
increasing utility costs. However, it also needs to be seen in the context of competing
pressures on the Housing Revenue Account and the need to generate income in order to meet
these needs, such as in respect of investment in the safety and energy efficiency of homes.
5.3 In addition to rent there are a wide range of service charges within the housing portfolio. The
weekly charge amounts are collected for fifty weeks in the rent year, which allows for two “rent
free” weeks per year. The financial year for 2022/23 will be a 52 week rent year, having 2 rent
free weeks. Charges to Leaseholders are annual. Tenants will be given 28 days written notice
of any change to their rent and service charges. Leaseholders will also be notified of changes
to fees and charges.
5.4 Board is asked to NOTE the current position with regard to rent and service charges for
2022/23.

6

6. Focus on Frontline – Finance Team Natasha Murray
For Discussion
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FOCUS ON CBH FRONTLINE –
Natasha Murray – Finance Operations Team Leader, Seconded to Finance Business Partner

1. Tell us about your job
In my current role of Finance Business Partner, my job is to work alongside the Housing Management
including the CBC delegated budgets, ICT and Business Intelligence, Asset Management and HR
budget holders to monitor and manage their expenditure. This is done in many ways such as monthly
reporting on year-to-date spend and committed costs, supporting project leads in forecasting
expenditure to ensure budget targets are met and aiding in the preparation of yearly budget setting.
Assisting the Head of Finance with the monthly management and year end accounts by preparing and
posting the accruals, reconciling, and posting the company credit card cashbook journals and
overseeing the suspense account clearance and the debtor’s ledger reconciliation and closure.
A big part of my role is providing guidance and advice to individuals across the whole organisation on
a wide range of finance queries such as, which budget codes costs should be allocated to and how
best to process them, which purchase ordering system to use dependant on budget and project type,
a list of authorised suppliers and the best method of payment to use to ensure the business needs are
met as well as providing the best customer service. Meeting with a range of managers to analyse spend
and ensure it is in the correct budget.
Recently I was involved in set up and implementation of the new e-procurement purchase ordering
system although this has been put on hold due to unforeseen circumstances. Currently I am working
closely with the repairs supervisors to try to improve the current process in place to reduce the time
taken and number of queries involved in processing supplier and contractor invoices. This is an ongoing
collaborative effort between both the repairs and finance teams as well as the contracts manager, but
we have made great progress so far.
Due to the unsuccessful attempts of recruiting a Finance Operation Team Leader for the term of my
secondment, the decision was made to temporarily merge the two roles and as part of my role of
finance team leader it is my job to oversee and support the Accounts Payable Officer, Accounts
Receivable Officer, Rent Accounting Officer and Apprentice Finance Assistant in their roles. As a team
we are responsible for all transactional processing for both income and expenditure, raising all sales
and recharge invoices, preparation of all bacs and chaps payments, the reconciliation of the company
bank account and credit cards, providing CBC accounts with monthly corporate tech team recharge
figures, the set up and management of tenants rent account direct debits, managing failed direct debits,
write-off’s and write-on’s of rent arrears, administering void and repair recharges and rent refunds,
adjusting in credit rent accounts for the recovery of housing and council tax benefits and TIS payments.

2. How did you get into this role?
In 2019 I was made redundant when the company I had worked at for 5 years went into liquidation. I
registered with Hays Recruitment Agency who had been contacted by Colchester Borough Homes who
were looking for a temporary Finance Assistant for a period of 3 months. My duties in this role were to
assist with the processing of supplier invoices and payment batches and assisting with processing
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tenants rent payments. This role was extended past the 3-month term and in July 2020 I successfully
interviewed for a 6-month fixed term position of Interim Finance Operations Team Leader. The
permanent position became available as part of the finance department restructure in November 2020,
and I was successful in my application and interview.
In June of this year the opportunity of a 12-month secondment for the post of Finance Business Partner,
I felt this would be an excellent opportunity for me to improve my financial knowledge and skills and
gain a wider understanding of CBH.

3. What is the best part of your job?
What I like most is knowing that unlike in any finance job I have been in before joining CBH, I am
helping to make a difference in the community. Although it may not immediately seem like it and is
sometimes easy to forget when I’m surrounded by spreadsheets and numbers, what we do facilitates
the front facing staff to complete their projects.
Recently the communal lounges of John Lampon Court and Cherrytrees sheltered schemes were
refurbished. These spaces are used by sheltered tenants and provide a space for the tenants of the
schemes to meet and take part in activities run by the visiting officers. They are an opportunity to
support and build communities within the scheme and to improve the health and wellbeing of tenants
that maybe at risk of isolation. The finance team’s involvement is key in enabling these projects to take
place, from processing the purchase order to Shackletons for the furniture to managing the credit card
portal which allowed the officers to go out and buy the small furnishings such as the cushions and
pictures which give each room their homely feel.
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4. What is the worst part?
The worst part of my role if anything would be our reliance on CBC accounts payable to process our
payments. Although they process their own payment runs daily, they only process ours once a week.
Recently without warning they pushed back our payment run deadlines meaning that if an invoice’s
approval is received by us after 5pm on a Thursday the payment will not be received into the customer’s
account until almost 3 weeks later. I don’t feel this is providing a good customer service especially as
many of our contractors are small local businesses.

5. What would you change about your role?
If I could change anything it would be to be able to give more of my time to each aspect of my role.

6. If you could be CEO of CBH for the day, what would you do?
I would make the directors briefings an event for staff to attend as well as being able to view on teams
if they cannot make the briefing in person. I would do this because I feel it is very important to
encourage interaction between different teams throughout CBH which has been lost since we are all
working from home. Recently we were invited to the Staff Conference as Colchester Rugby Club and
my team, and I felt this was an invaluable opportunity to see and speak to other members staff and the
directors. Most of my team are new to the company since the pandemic and have not been able to
meet many people outside of the finance team in person and haven’t been able to experience CBH as
a community.

7. Tell us something about yourself that no one else would know.
During the first lockdown when we were all stuck indoors with lots of spare time, I decided to learn how
to paint. I self-taught by watching YouTube videos and online tutorials. I wouldn’t say I’m any good at
it, but I do find it a relaxing way to pass the time, although since life has returned to normal, I haven’t
found much time to do much painting.

7. Strategic KPI’s: Matt Armstrong
To Note
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
Wednesday 24 November 2021
Report Title

0007 Strategic KPIs

Author

Matthew Armstrong, Director of Business Improvement
matthew.armstrong@cbhomes.org.uk

Report Objective:

To provide a high level strategic overview of performance
Tenant involvement and empowerment ☒

Link to Consumer
Standard
objective

Home ☒
Tenancy ☒
Neighbourhood and community ☒

Sensitivity

Commercial
Confidential
Open

Action
✓

Assurance
Noting
Approval

✓

Recommendation:
The Board is asked to NOTE the set of strategic KPIs set out at appendix 1.

Executive summary
The purpose of reporting the metrics is to provide Board members with a high level strategic
overview of CBH’s financial, service and compliance performance in one report.
This cover report provides highlights and lowlights of performance since the previous Board
meeting with only key points for Board consideration being included.
More detailed KPI reporting (for example the previously reported Performance Pack) will continue
to be available for Board members wishing to review it in the Library on Convene. KPI’s linked to
the current Strategic Plan will continue to be available as part of the Performance Pack with an
outcome report being presented to Board following year end. Operations and Performance
Committee will also review more metrics at its meeting escalating any matters to Board as it
considers appropriate.
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Implications:
Strategic Plan

Metrics of relevance to the new Strategic Plan currently being
developed will be established and, subject to Board’s agreement,
incorporated into the Performance Report going forward.

Regulatory/Legal

The strategic KPIs include key areas of compliance. In addition,
the metrics incorporate the medium term delivery plan KPI’s.
Once agreed by Government and the Regulator of Social Housing
it is anticipated that some metrics arising from the Social Housing
White Paper will be included in the report.

Financial/Budgetary

It is being recommended that key financial metrics be included in
performance reporting going forward.

Health & Safety

The strategic KPIs include key areas of compliance.

Risk Assessment

Risks will be picked up in the cover report presented to Board with
the metrics performance.

Value for Money

Strategic KPIs linked to VFM are incorporated into the suite of
metrics for consideration by Board.

Environmental and
Sustainability

It is possible over time that metrics such as the average Energy
Performance Certificate rating of CBH’s properties could be
included as strategic KPI’s.

1.

Background

1.1

Board agreed at its September meeting to receive a set of strategic KPIs at each of its
meetings to enable the Board to have effective oversight of CBH’s strategic performance.

1.2

This report will cover those KPI’s which are either below target or have undergone a
significant change since the September Board meeting.

2.

Current Position

2.1

Tenant Rent Arrears – Increased to £770k at end of September. The key contributor to the
increase in arrears are the delays with Court possession orders. Currently more than one
hundred cases are pending Court action, with cases facing long delays. A letter has been
written to the Court manager outlining the impact of this and requesting priority cases be
brought forward. An increasing number of tenants (around 1600) are now in receipt of
Universal Credit; this transition leads to an average 5-week arrears which is recovered by
an arrangement. Furthermore, the impact on our staff in the changes in processing rent
collection from the change in Housing Management systems has reduced collection

2
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performance.
2.2

Customer Satisfaction - In August, the company result was impacted by responses to HIP
works and in-house responsive repairs - these have the highest and second highest
weightings. In September we saw a similar picture with HIP works and complaints handling.
Year to date HIP works impact the result the most, with 15 out of 65 respondents dissatisfied.

2.3

Capital programme elements completed on time - The culmination of factors such as
recovery from the pandemic, rising costs within the construction industry, and challenges
completing procurement exercises has resulted in reduced output on the capital
programme during 2021/22, and we are anticipating closing the year at 15 to 20% below
our KPI target for capital elements. In addition, we are also anticipating a carry forward on
the budget of £3.4m (subject to further review at the end of Q3 2021/22) into 2022/23.

2.4

Repairs completed on time – improved at end of September to 98%. The service continues
to be disrupted by an erratic supply chain for key materials and in house staff and contractor
resources affected by Covid related absence and recruitment difficulties.

2.5

Sheltered and blocks with valid Fire Risk Assessment - The sheltered FRA review
programme for 2021 was completed in October. The next annual FRA reviews begin
February 2022. The General needs blocks require new fire risk assessments after a 5-year
period and this project is due in 2022.

2.6

Domestic properties with a valid 5 year Electrical Inspection Condition Report - We
have seen a steady increase in our compliance level and there is strong evidence to
suggest that processes we have in place are being successful in respect of addressing
access difficulties etc. We are still undertaking data cleansing alongside the programme
and anticipate the level of compliance by the end of this calendar year will be between 95%
and 97%.

3.

Appendix

3.1

The following document is appended to this report: •

Appendix 1 – Strategic KPI Report

3
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2020/21
Result

Jul 2021

Aug 2021 Sep 2021

2021/22
Target

YTD

Financial, VfM
% rent collected incl. brought forward arrears*

97.92

91.04

99.10

97.40

% variance to approved agreed annual budget
% Design and construction management income variance against
budget

98.00

-32

% Asset management fee income variance against budget

-70

% void loss (general needs)
Arrears as a % of annual rent debit

96.95

-5

2.02

% leaseholder service charge collection

0.37

0.17

0.23

0.29

2.49

2.49

2.63

2.63

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

Overhead costs as a % turnover

14.88

Service
% customer satisfaction (whole company)
Households where homelessness has been prevented, relieved or main
duty accepted*
% repairs completed on time*
Average void relet time incl. time spent on capital works (general
needs) *

93.3

96.3

88.8

82.2

90.1

92.0

509

45

33

36

255

99.4

98.5

96.4

98.0

98.2

97.75

27.13

24.18

21.93

26.13

26.26

25.00

% capital programme elements completed YTD*

82.5

14.2

23.9

30.4

30.4

85.0

% corporate property repairs completed on time*

90.9

100.0

98.7

100.0

98.2

90.0

100.0

100.0

60.0

60.0

81.8

94.1

81.5

81.9

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

% satisfaction with outcome of a complaint (rolling 12 months)
% MP and Councillor enquiries responded to on time
Compliance
% domestic boilers with a valid LGSR*

100

% communal boilers with current CP16 (sheltered)
% blocks with current Fire Risk Assessment (general needs)

100

100

100
0

0

0

100

100

100
14

100
14

100
0

92

92

94

94

100

Number of high risk Fire Risk Assessment actions overdue (general
needs)
% sheltered schemes with current Fire Risk Assessment

100

Number of high risk Fire Risk Assessment actions overdue (sheltered)
% blocks with a current (within 5 years) Electrical Installation Condition
Report (EICR)
% domestic properties with a current (within 5 years) Electrical
Installation Condition Report (EICR)
% blocks with a current asbestos survey
% domestic properties with a current asbestos survey

91.00

91.00

92.00

92

97

100.00

100.00

100.00

100

100

98.00

98.00

98.00

98

100

% blocks with current water risk assessment (general needs)

100.00

100.00

100.00

100

100

% blocks with current water risk assessment (sheltered)

100.00

100.00

100.00

100

100

2

5

5

22

5

1

4

17

Number of safeguarding referrals
Number of reportable & non-reportable data breaches

12

8. Housing enhancements and repairs
budget (Capital Budget): Mark Wicks
To Approve
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

Wednesday 24 November 2021

Report Title

0008 Housing Enhancements and Repair Budgets 2022-2027

Author

Mark Wicks, Head of Asset Management
mark.wicks@cbhomes.org.uk

Report Objective:

Details the proposed 2022-23 HRA capital investment and revenue programmes
and the overarching 2022-2027 programme for consideration by the Board.

Matters to
note/Exception
Highlights

The capital programme has increased in value by 6.5%, however, there are
additional work streams.

The approach toward risk management, and possible outcomes in respect of rising
costs within the industry.
Tenant involvement and empowerment☐
Link to Consumer
Home☒
Standard objective
Tenancy☐
Neighbourhood and community☐
✓ Action
Sensitivity
Commercial
Assurance
✓
Confidential
Noting
Open

Approval

✓

Recommendations
The Board is asked to APPROVE the submission of the proposed investment programmes to the Council
for consideration and subsequent approval through the formal budget setting process.
Executive summary
The report provides a description of the need, key changes to the capital programme, and the process
followed for establishing the capital investment programme. This report also sets out to demonstrate how
the 30-year and 5-year plans are linked, and how the data is used to produce a detailed budget plan for
2022/23, and outline (in principle) plans for the 5-year and 30-year periods.
An explanation of the approach toward modelling Net Zero Carbon scenarios and the plan for achieving
this is a significant consideration and has been detailed within this report, and the appendices.
There is a significant risk associated with rising costs within the construction industry. The agreed
methods for mitigation have also been described.
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The production of the plans in this manner allows CBH to achieve the following:
➢ Production of budgets which support a targeted approach toward capital investment on the housing
stock.
➢ A long-term view of investment which enables CBH to suggest amendments to the plan and ensure
a more measured approach to investment in the longer term.
Implications:
Strategic Plan

The capital investment programme assists us in delivering great value services
that make a difference and aims to ensure we remain a low-cost organisation
through allowing a targeted approach toward the works. The sheltered housing
review also supports our business development plan through commissions.

Regulatory/Legal

The report addresses the forward budget provisions for the Asset Management
and Repairs and Maintenance teams which includes several legislative
requirements carried out on behalf of CBC.

Financial/Budgetary The proposed ‘in principle’ 5-year plan 2022-2027 and the 2022-23 programme in
detail, are in line with the 30-year HRA business plan expectations.
Health & Safety

Works are subject to general and specific construction related health and safety
regulations (e.g. Construction, Design and Management Regulations 2015) and is
a key consideration in delivering the programme.

Risk Assessment

The risk of a major H&S breach sits on the strategic risk register and is mitigated
to a score of 9 (Red). The risk of failing to deliver the programme is mainly around
material and labour shortages and is referred to in the operational risk register.
Risk 421 refers to the ability to recruit and 514 refers to material shortages in the
construction industry currently scored at Amber, all risks have mitigations in place.

Human Resources

Building Safety, and Net Zero Carbon works (from 23/24) will require recruitment
of additional team members. The programme for recruitment will be agreed
following the CBC Cabinet decision and instruction to CBH.

Equality and
Diversity

Through the procurement strategy, agreed as part of the Asset Management
Strategy, all current and future procurement and purchasing documentation
recognises, understands and supports CBC and CBH policies concerning Equality
and Diversity.

Value for Money

Value for Money is a key component to the delivery of the capital investment
programme. A procurement programme, and regular review of the specifications
/services provided along with regular financial checks on claims will enable Asset
Management to monitor and demonstrate value for money.

Environmental and
Sustainability

The ‘Supplementary projects’ (referred to by CBC as ‘HIP Climate Emergency
Response Works’) will continue throughout 2022/23. In addition, the Net Zero
Carbon works will commence in 2023/24. These projects have the specific aim of
improving energy efficiency and reducing carbon emissions within CBC’s Housing
Stock.
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1. Introduction
Under the terms of the Management Agreement between CBC and Colchester Borough Homes
(CBH), CBH are required to submit to the Council by the 1st of December a request for the
Management Fee for the ensuing year.
To facilitate and inform the CBH proposed Management Fee, the Council are to notify CBH by 31
October of the estimated budget amount for capital investment and revenue works for the following
year.
This report sets out detailed proposals for the 2022-23 HRA capital investment and revenue
programmes and the overarching 2022-2027 programme for consideration by the Board and,
subject to any changes directed by the Board, submission to CBC for consideration and
subsequent approval through the formal budget setting process.

2. 30-Year Plan
The 30-year capital investment cost tables (appendix 1) are produced in October from data held
within the Asset Management Database. This plan forms a long-term financial projection which is in
line with the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) Business Plan and informs the 5-year capital
investment programme (appendix 2).
Data is modelled on a planned approach to replacement as opposed to a condition-based
approach, meaning the investment plan expects each property element to last its stated life.

2.1 Key changes to the plan for 21/22:
•
•
•
•

The required investment per property has increased from £79,175 to £110,597.91 over the 30year period.
The overall cost for the 30-year plan has increased from £465.1m to £648.6m.
We have included a sum above, £25.5m for works associated with the planned Sheltered
Housing Review.
Also included in the above there are some new projects:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Estimated costs for meeting the revised Decent Homes Standard.
Estimated costs for meeting the requirements of the Building Safety Act.
Net Zero Carbon works (estimated total cost = £87m).
Surveys/review of non-traditional housing stock.

The approach toward achieving Net Zero Carbon involves two main phases of works. The first of
these provides a target of ensuring all stock has a minimum EPC rating of ‘C’ by 2030, with the
second phase ensuring that the whole stock achieves Net Zero Carbon by 2050.
The measure that is likely to be adopted for Net Zero Carbon in 45 kWh/m2 (considered a good
standard by the Retrofit Academy). This means that the average energy requirement to heat the
stock does not exceed 45 Kilowatt hours for each square metre of floor area.

3
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The estimated costs of the Net Zero Carbon (based on current data) works are:
➢ Phase 1 (minimum EPC band C by 2030) = £2.5m
➢ Phase 2 (average heat load of 45kWh/m2) = £80-£100m
The approach toward achieving the goals designed to achieve Net Zero Carbon involve addressing
the worst performing properties within the stock first, and a fabric first approach (we will initially look
for ways to improve levels of insulation and thermal performance).
The second phase of the works has a greater reliance on technological solutions, as it is impossible
to know which technologies will be available in the next 20 years. The costs for phase 2 have been
allocated to the last ten years of the plan. In addition, opportunities to obtain funding to support the
works required in phase 2 will be pursued wherever this is feasible.
3. The 5 – year plan
The proposed five-year capital investment programme shown at Appendix 2 has been prepared in
accordance with the approved CBC and CBH Asset Management Strategy. It reflects decisions
taken regarding the Sheltered Accommodation portfolio of assets and the work of the Asset
Management Group (AMG) and its sub-groups.
The charts below show the split between Revenue (repairs, servicing etc.) works, and capital
(replacement Kitchens, Bathrooms etc.) for the next year, and over the five-year period.

CAPITAL/REVENUE SPLIT
(2022/2023)
£5.5M Revenue

CAPITAL/REVENUE SPLIT
(2022 TO 2027)
£27.1M Revenue

£19.8M Capital

£80M Capital

The capital works are also split between Home Improvement Works (HIP)/General Capital works
(which forms part of the normal programme), Sheltered Block Refurbishment/Rebuild, and new
projects (as described in 2.1 above), the split for 2022/2023 is illustrated below.
Board is asked to note that the continuation of the Supplementary Projects (referred to as the
Climate Emergency Home Improvement Projects by CBC) will address some of the works required
for Phase 1 of the Net Zero Carbon works, therefore, this doesn’t appear on the 5-year plan until
23/24.

4
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New Projects 22/23
(£0.95M)

Sheltered
Refurbishment
2022/2023…

3.1

CAPITAL WORKS CATEGORIES
2022/2023

HIP/Gen Capital
Works
2022/2023…

Net Zero Carbon Phase 1
The modelling work carried out using Portfolio has enabled CBH to prioritise the investment required
toward achieving Net Zero Carbon. Central Government has set a target to achieve a minimum
standard of EPC Band C for all properties by 2035, where these are ‘fuel poor’ households, this
target has been brought forward to 2030. CBH have agreed a programme with CBC that should
ensure all stock achieves EPC Band C by 2030.
To provide an EPC for a property an assessment of its energy use is carried out following a
Standard Assessment Procedure, this procedure provides a score for each property, and the
minimum criteria for achieving an EPC band C is a score of 69. For existing buildings, a Reduced
Data Standard Assessment Procedure is normally adopted. For simplicity, these are generally
referred to as ‘SAP’ and the target for EPC Band C is often referred to as ‘SAP 69’.
The graph below is taken from Portfolio and indicates the number of homes which are currently
below SAP 69, the estimated investment required to achieve this standard is also shown. As the
figures are cumulative, the graph shows that there are currently 901 properties with a score below
SAP 69, and in order to upgrade those properties, an estimated investment of £2.5m is required. On
average, this equates to approximately £2,775.00 per property.
Phase 1 of the Net Zero Carbon Works based on this data is affordable and will ensure that the
housing stock managed achieves the Government target set as a minimum.
By comparison, the target for phase 2 represents a significant investment (£80m - £100m) and is
based on current technologies which are widely regarded as potentially obsolete before we reach
2050. As is also difficult to accurately plan this far in the future, the strategy adopted involves a focus
on phase 1 between now and 2030 with future costs for phase 2 being shown in the last ten years of
the 30-year plan. Board is asked to note that the required works are unlikely to be planned and
executed within the last ten years of the current 30-year plan, therefore, phase 2 costs will be
reviewed each year in line with advancements in technology.

3.2 Risk Management
The Building Cost Information Service (BCIS) recently published their findings and forecasts for the
next 5 years showing a rise of 21% tender price increase and a 15% materials price increase over
the forecast period (2Q2021 to 2Q2026).
Anecdotal reports have also indicated a great deal of concern about materials shortages, which has
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been reflected in longer lead times, higher prices and price volatility.
The shortages are considered to have resulted from a combination of factors, including:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Covid-19 has affected supply from mills and factories.
Supply chain bottlenecks due to global demand shocks.
Shortage of haulage drivers, container shortages and port delays.
Construction demand fluctuations - sharp falls in the first half of 2020 followed by a steep
recovery since.

CBC and CBH have considered the options for managing this risk and have narrowed this down to
two main methods of mitigation:
➢ The inclusion of a contingency fund within the Capital Budget which would cover the
forecasted price increases.
➢ Regular monitoring of budget spend, applying virements within the capital budget (it is
unlikely that all workstreams will experience the same level of increases).
The inclusion of a contingency at the required level would increase the 5-year budget by £7m,
therefore, the agreed approach involves regular monitoring and application of virements. In addition
to this, the Asset Management Team at CBH will continue to manage the risk by:
•
•
•
3.3

Reviewing procurement strategy and bringing procurement exercises forward (where
feasible), including the consideration of extending existing contractual arrangements.
Maintaining good communication with contractors so we have early warnings on potential
impacts.
Exploring the use alternative products where possible.

Process followed
The process for establishing the 5 year and 30 year plans is detailed in Appendix 3.

3.4

Next Steps
Officers of CBC will, as part of the budget setting process, submit the capital investment and
revenue programme and supporting funding statement to Cabinet in January 2022 for approval.
Once this has been agreed by CBC and the necessary call-in period expired, CBC will instruct CBH
to execute the 2022-23 programme. Officers will then prepare a report for consideration at the
meeting of the Board in February 2022, advising Board Members of the outcome.
The Board are asked to note that the Supplementary projects do not form the part of general capital
investment programme. This programme of projects will continue into 22/23 independently of the
capital works programme, however, opportunities to combine works, or for the use of existing
contracts/procurement exercises are continuously explored and actioned.

4. Appendices
•
•
•

Appendix 1 – HRA Capital Investment Cost Tables 2022-2052
Appendix 2 – Capital Investment and Revenue Programme 2022-2027
Appendix 3 – Process followed (for information)
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30 Year Cost Summary for 2022-2052 using Codeman data from Oct 2021
Table 1 - Cost Summary 2022-52 - (General Needs and Sheltered) from SAM - Planned
Note: Figures exclude VAT, inflation, fees and management costs
Year 1
2022/23
£837,066.15
£4,360,087
£8,112,000
£300,000
£1,775,000
£76,000
£420,000
£0
£300,000
£500,000

Year 2
2023/24
£837,066.15
£4,295,471
£3,562,000
£300,000
£1,055,000
£77,000
£450,000
£0
£500,000
£500,000

Year 3
2025/25
£837,066.15
£3,849,840
£7,944,000
£300,000
£1,055,000
£78,000
£470,000
£0
£500,000
£500,000

Year 4
2024/26
£837,066.15
£4,475,473
£3,560,000
£300,000
£1,005,000
£79,000
£490,000
£0
£500,000
£1,000,000

Year 5
2026/27
£837,066.15
£8,974,105
£1,912,000
£300,000
£897,000
£80,000
£490,000
£0
£500,000
£1,000,000

Years 1-5
2022-27
£4,185,331
£25,954,976
£25,090,000
£1,500,000
£5,787,000
£390,000
£2,320,000
£0
£2,300,000
£3,500,000

Year 6-10
2028-32
£4,717,584
£36,600,959
£8,940,000
£500,000
£2,492,000
£390,000
£2,320,000
£0
£2,300,000
£5,000,000

Year 11-15
2033-38
£4,717,584
£38,751,000
£3,890,000
£500,000
£2,492,000
£390,000
£2,320,000
£0
£2,300,000
£5,000,000

Year 16-20
2039-2042
£4,717,584
£28,709,118
£3,890,000
£500,000
£2,492,000
£390,000
£2,320,000
£0
£2,300,000
£5,000,000

Year 21-25
2043 - 2046
£4,717,584
£47,429,310
£3,890,000
£500,000
£2,492,000
£390,000
£2,320,000
£0
£2,300,000
£5,000,000

Year 26-30
2047-52
£4,717,584
£32,317,052
£8,590,000
£500,000
£2,492,000
£390,000
£2,320,000
£0
£2,300,000
£5,000,000

£27,773,248
£209,762,415
£54,290,000
£4,000,000
£18,247,000
£2,340,000
£13,920,000
£0
£13,800,000
£28,500,000

£0
£150,000
£1,200,000
£800,000

£502,300
£0
£0
£120,000

£502,300
£0
£0
£120,000

£502,300
£0
£0
£120,000

£502,300
£0
£0
£120,000

£2,009,201
£150,000
£1,200,000
£1,280,000

£0
£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0
£0

£16,990,220
£0
£0
£350,000

£42,475,551
£0
£0
£100,000

£25,485,331
£0
£0
£660,000

£86,960,304
£150,000
£1,200,000
£2,390,000

£250,000

£250,000

£250,000

£250,000

£250,000

£1,250,000

Sub-Total

£19,080,153

£12,448,837

£16,406,206

£13,118,839

£15,862,471

£76,916,508

£63,260,543

£60,360,584

£67,658,922

£111,614,445

£84,771,966

£465,832,967

Sub-Total
Total

£1,627,000
£600,000
£3,907,000
£6,134,000
£25,214,153

£1,627,000
£600,000
£3,907,000
£6,134,000
£18,582,837

£1,627,000
£600,000
£3,907,000
£6,134,000
£22,540,206

£1,627,000
£600,000
£3,907,000
£6,134,000
£19,252,839

£1,627,000
£600,000
£3,907,000
£6,134,000
£21,996,471

£8,135,000
£3,000,000
£19,535,000
£30,670,000
£107,586,508

£8,135,000
£3,000,000
£19,535,000
£30,670,000
£93,930,543

£7,917,200
£3,000,000
£19,535,000
£30,452,200
£90,812,784

£7,917,200
£3,000,000
£19,535,000
£30,452,200
£98,111,122

£7,917,200
£3,000,000
£19,535,000
£30,452,200
£142,066,645

£7,917,200
£3,000,000
£19,535,000
£30,452,200
£115,224,166

£47,938,800
£18,000,000
£117,210,000
£183,148,800
£648,981,767

Year 1
2022/23
£444,764.85
£4,146,300
£8,063,200
£300,000
£1,715,000
£800,000
£15,469,265

Year 2
2023/24
£444,764.85
£4,061,865
£3,518,000
£300,000
£995,000
£120,000
£9,439,630

Year 6-10
2028-32
£2,756,077.04
£33,927,921
£8,707,500
£500,000
£2,192,000
£0
£48,083,498

Year 11-15
2033-38
£2,756,077.04
£35,593,941
£3,657,500
£500,000
£2,192,000
-£120,000
£44,579,518

Year 16-20
2039-2042
£2,756,077.04
£25,937,345
£3,657,500
£500,000
£2,192,000
£230,000
£35,272,922

Year 21-25
2043 - 2046
£2,756,077.04
£43,016,338
£3,657,500
£500,000
£2,192,000
-£20,000
£52,101,915

Year 26-30
2047-52
£2,756,077.04
£27,991,876
£3,607,500
£500,000
£2,192,000
£660,000
£37,707,453

Year 6-10
2028-32
£1,961,507
£2,673,038
£232,500
£0
£300,000
£0
£5,167,045

Year 11-15
2033-38
£1,961,507
£3,157,059
£232,500
£0
£300,000
£120,000
£5,771,066

Year 16-20
2039-2042
£1,961,507
£2,771,773
£232,500
£0
£300,000
£120,000
£5,385,780

Year 21-25
2043 - 2046
£1,961,507
£4,412,972
£232,500
£0
£300,000
£120,000
£7,026,979

Year 26-30
2047-52
£1,961,507
£4,325,176
£4,982,500
£0
£300,000
£0
£11,569,183

Catch up Repairs
Future Major Works
Improvements
Estate Works
Contingent Major Repairs
Compliance Assurance
RTBB Works and Fee
100 Homes Works (Void, Energy, Fee)
NEW: Revised Decent Homes
NEW: Building Safety
NEW: Net Zero Carbon
NEW: Surveys/review of Non-Trad
Supplementary Projects
Exceptional Extensive Works
NEW: Contingency

Cyclical Maintenance
Disabled Adaptations
Responsive Repairs and Void Works

Total

£2,500,000

Table 2 - Cost Summary 2020-50 - (General Needs ONLY) from SAM - Planned
Note: Figures exclude VAT, inflation, fees and management costs

Catch up Repairs
Future Major Works
Improvements
Estate Works
Contingent Major Repairs
Exceptional Extensive Works
Total

Year 3
2025/25
£444,764.85
£3,323,390
£7,900,000
£300,000
£995,000
£120,000
£13,083,155

Year 4
2024/26
£444,764.85
£4,196,616
£3,517,500
£300,000
£945,000
£120,000
£9,523,881

Year 5
2026/27
£444,764.85
£8,623,847
£1,865,500
£300,000
£837,000
£120,000
£12,191,112

Years 1-5
2022-27
£2,223,824
£24,352,018
£24,864,200
£1,500,000
£5,487,000
£1,280,000
£59,707,043

Total
£16,004,209
£190,819,439
£48,151,700
£4,000,000
£16,447,000
£2,030,000
£277,452,349

Table 3 - Cost Summary 2020-50 - (Sheltered ONLY) from SAM - Planned
Note: Figures exclude VAT, inflation, fees and management costs

Catch up Repairs
Future Major Works
Improvements
Estate Works
Contingent Major Repairs
Exceptional Extensive Works
Total

Year 1
2022/23
£392,301.30
£213,787
£48,800
£0
£60,000
£0
£714,888

Year 2
2023/24
£392,301.30
£233,606
£44,000
£0
£60,000
£0
£729,907

Year 3
2025/25
£392,301.30
£526,450
£44,000
£0
£60,000
£0
£1,022,751

Year 4
2024/26
£392,301.30
£278,857
£42,500
£0
£60,000
£0
£773,658

Year 5
2026/27
£392,301.30
£350,258
£46,500
£0
£60,000
£0
£849,059

Years 1-5
2022-27
£1,961,507
£1,602,958
£225,800
£0
£300,000
£0
£4,090,264

Total
£11,769,039
£18,942,976
£6,138,300
£0
£1,800,000
£360,000
£39,010,315
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2021/22
000,000's
0.650
0.250
0.050
0.075
0.035
0.000
0.000
0.050
0.000
0.000
0.200

2022/23
000,000's
0.350
0.250
0.050
0.076
0.035
0.300
0.500
0.050
0.000
0.150
0.850

2023/24
000,000's
0.350
0.350
0.050
0.077
0.035
0.500
0.500
0.050
0.503
0.000
0.210

2024/25
000,000's
0.350
0.350
0.050
0.078
0.035
0.500
0.500
0.050
0.503
0.000
0.210

2022/26
000,000's
0.350
0.350
0.050
0.079
0.035
0.500
1.000
0.050
0.503
0.000
0.210

2025/26
000,000's
0.350
0.350
0.050
0.079
0.035
0.500
1.000
0.050
0.503
0.000
0.210

2022/27
000,000's
1.750
1.650
0.250
0.389
0.175
2.300
3.500
0.250
2.012
0.150
1.690

Roof - Pitched
Structural
Windows & Doors
Kitchens
Heating
Bathrooms
Re-wires
Asbestos
Legionella
Fire Safety
External Replacements
Estates & Boundaries
Highways
Block Communal Improvements
Sheltered Works
Stock Condition Surveys
Green Fund

0.250
0.090
0.700
1.000
0.513
0.883
0.500
0.500
0.050
0.020
0.000
0.100
0.300
0.430
0.351
0.107
0.054

0.400
0.120
0.980
1.580
0.775
1.050
0.420
0.685
0.050
0.020
0.010
0.100
0.300
0.200
0.510
0.110
0.056

0.400
0.120
0.900
1.580
0.500
1.090
0.420
0.635
0.050
0.020
0.010
0.100
0.300
0.200
0.415
0.110
0.057

0.400
0.120
0.920
1.580
0.400
1.280
0.420
0.635
0.050
0.020
0.010
0.100
0.250
0.200
0.490
0.110
0.058

0.400
0.120
0.900
1.580
0.475
1.340
0.420
0.635
0.050
0.020
0.010
0.100
0.250
0.200
0.540
0.110
0.059

0.400
0.120
1.450
1.580
0.995
1.150
0.420
0.635
0.050
0.020
0.010
0.100
0.250
0.200
0.480
0.110
0.060

2.000
0.600
5.150
7.900
3.145
5.910
2.100
3.225
0.250
0.100
0.050
0.500
1.350
1.000
2.435
0.550
0.290

Contingency
TOTAL
HIP Works

0.100
7.258
2.896

0.250
10.227
4.805

0.250
9.782
4.490

0.250
9.919
4.600

0.250
10.586
4.715

0.250
11.407
5.595

1.250
51.921
24.205

Scheme

5.600

7.200

2.650

7.000

2.650

1.000

20.500

Garage Review
Refurbishment

0.200

0.200

0.200

0.200

0.200

0.200

1.000

Capital Voids
Emergency Capital
Water main replacement
Compliance Assurance
HHSRS
New - Revised Decent Homes
NEW - Building Safety
Insulation Works (Loft and Cavity)
NEW - Net Zero Carbon Works
NEW - Surveys/review of Non-Trad
Roof - Flat

Notes
Reduced to reflect recent spend levels

Additional surveys required in first year, plus some catch up works.
Includes CO detectors, Fire door inspections, new property compliance salaries
Allowed for replacements, to avoid doubling up with NZC.
Includes 2 additional members of staff (£100k).
Includes £500k for Trinity Square
Reduced from 30 year plan data (£1.8m backlog/year, however, experince indicates these wont be
required).
Includes £20k for additional surveys (not non-trad)
Smoothed out for five year plan.
Smoothed out for five year plan.

Includes salary of £68k (new support - Tech Assistant)

Fascia, Soffits and Gutters (allowance)
Includes salary £36.5k

Salary of £53.5k, Training £2.5k
BCIS are predicting 17% increase on materials and 13% on labour. Contingency to cover anticipated
price rises would add £7m to plan, therefore, risk will be managed in other ways.

Sheltered Review
Allowed additional £250k/2 years for decommissioning & PV surrender. Costs for Elfreda, plus 2
additional schemes.
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Other HRA Projects
RTBB Works and Fee
100 Homes Works (Void, Energy, Fee)
Supplementary Projects
Sub Total

0.403
1.200
3.200
4.803

0.420
0.000
1.200
1.620

0.450
0.000
0.000
0.450

0.470
0.000
0.000
0.470

0.490
0.000
0.000
0.490

0.510
0.000
0.000
0.510

2.340
0.000
1.200
3.540

Sub Total

17.861

19.247

13.082

17.589

13.926

13.117

76.961

0.200
0.400
1.271

0.200
0.400
1.296

0.200
0.400
1.296

0.200
0.400
1.296

0.200
0.400
1.296

0.200
0.400
1.296

1.000
2.000
6.480

19.732

21.143

14.978

19.485

15.822

15.013

86.441

2020/21
000,000's
2.502
0.371
0.595
0.765
0.062
0.235
0.468
0.159
0.042
0.011
0.069
5.279

Year 1
2021/22
000,000's
2.631
0.607
0.382
0.803
0.063
0.283
0.477
0.162
0.043
0.011
0.070
5.534

Year 2
2022/23
000,000's
2.552
0.607
0.382
0.803
0.063
0.283
0.477
0.162
0.043
0.011
0.070
5.454

Year 3
2023/24
000,000's
2.552
0.607
0.382
0.803
0.063
0.283
0.477
0.162
0.043
0.011
0.070
5.454

Year 4
2024/25
000,000's
2.552
0.607
0.382
0.803
0.063
0.283
0.477
0.162
0.043
0.011
0.070
5.454

Year 5
2025/26
000,000's
2.552
0.607
0.382
0.803
0.063
0.283
0.477
0.162
0.043
0.011
0.070
5.454

Total
2021/26
000,000's
12.839
3.035
1.910
4.015
0.316
1.415
2.387
0.811
0.214
0.056
0.352
27.351

25.011

26.677

20.432

24.939

21.276

20.467

113.792

Aids & Adaptations
Capital Overhead
TOTAL

Salary of £17k, assume these will continue.
Carry forward from 21/22 required.
Total is £4.2m, carry forward to 22/23. Carry forward from 21/22 required.

2% inflation added over 21/22 (CG to confirm)

Revenue Programme 2019 - 2024
Work Programme
Repairs
Revenue Voids CBH
Revenue Voids CBC
Gas Servicing
Servicing Contracts CBH
Servicing Contracts CBC
Internal / External Painting
Fencing
Garages (Revenue)
Sewage Plant Repairs
External Servicing
Total

Total Capital & Revenue Budget

2% inflation added over 21/22 base figure (+ £79,900 materials - year 1 only).
2% inflation added over 21/22 base figure
3% inflation added over 21/22 base figure
5% inflation added - BCIS figure required
2% inflation added over 21/22 base figure
20% contingency included.
2% inflation added over 21/22 base figure
2% inflation added over 21/22 base figure
2% inflation added over 21/22 base figure
2% inflation added over 21/22 base figure
2% inflation added over 21/22 base figure

30 year plan (5 year total = £107.37m) doesn't include stock condition surveys, green fund, and fees
(N55, N34 & N33).
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Appendix 3
Capital Programme – 5 and 30 year planning process
The following steps were taken to establish the 5 year and 30 year plans.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Plan provided is based on the budget agreed in principle in last year’s budget,
with amendments to include the additional projects listed in 2.1 of the report.
Revenue budgets have been inflated by 2.5% in line with the HRA business plan,
exceptions to this are the gas servicing budget which has a 5% increase, the
revenue voids are 3% - both as per the terms of the contracts, a 20% contingency
has been allowed within the delegated budget for servicing to sheltered blocks
and the general repairs includes £79.9k direct costs for contractor’s labour and
materials (for the first year only).
Capital budgets reflect the current unit price of elements through current
contracts. Planned assumptions are net of leaseholder income.
Proposed budgets set out at Appendix 2 show the staff costs (inc. overheads), as
a fee to cover the anticipated costs of professional, services required to deliver the
proposed programme.
Professional fees are in accordance with Schedules 3 (responsive and cyclical
repairs) and 6 (planned investment programme of the Management Agreement)
and form part of the Management Fee paid to CBH by the CBC.
Revenue Repairs and Maintenance budgets for works will similarly be paid to
CBH as part of the Management Fee and will be ring-fenced by CBC for this
purpose.
The 5-year plan is aligned with the 30-year capital investment programme, to
reflect the additional planned projects.
The 5-year plan is arranged geographically, therefore, replacements within
specific areas at 3 years are brought forward, and those at 4 or 5 years are
pushed back to year six. This ensures that CBH carry out works more efficiently.
Where possible capital investment is brought forward to reduce revenue
expenditure in future years.
Spikes identified in the 30-year plan have been smoothed out (e.g., max
expenditure on Kitchens in a single year is £1.58m, previously, this was £1.95m
for 23/24, this is also showing a reduction from previous plans, demonstrating that
success of this approach).
Investment in our Sheltered Schemes is split equally and cyclically between each
of the schemes. This investment is shown on the 5-year plan as one budget
stream (line 29 ‘Sheltered Works’ in appendix 2).
The Sheltered refurbishment scheme (line 37, appendix 2) includes the budget for
Elfreda House, and two additional schemes. Further funds have been allocated in
the following years; however, this will be reviewed through an on-going options
appraisal.

9. Health and Safety: David Barthram
i. Update report
ii. Strategic Health and Safety Policy
To Approve
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
Wednesday 24 November 2021

Report Title

0008Health and Safety update

Author

David Barthram – H&S, Environmental & CDM Manager
David.Barthram@cbhomes.org.uk
(01206) 282433

Report Objective:

To inform the Board of the status of activities relating to all aspects of
Health and Safety Compliance.
Board is being asked to approve the updated Strategic Health and Safety
Policy.
Tenant involvement and empowerment☐

Home☒
Link to Consumer
Standard objective Tenancy☐
Neighbourhood and community☐
Sensitivity

Commercial
Confidential
Open

Action
✓

Assurance
Noting
Approval

✓
✓

Recommendations
Subject to any comments, Board is asked to NOTE the Health and Safety update and APPROVE
the updated Strategic Health and Safety Policy at Appendix 1
Executive summary
The purpose of this report is to inform Board of the status of activities relating to health and
safety compliance.
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Compliance Assurance

1.1

Sheltered Schemes - CBH has 19 sheltered schemes and compliance data for each
location varies as not all sites/communal areas have the same services installed. For
dispersed schemes the compliance is picked up under the general needs service
programmes. At the end of October all Sheltered schemes were compliant with required
assessments/inspections.

1.2

General Needs - Data detailed below covers our general needs housing stock.
Compliance data for each property/building will differ due to what CBH must legally service
within a domestic dwelling and what services are connected or installed at each location.

General Needs Blocks/Housing
Type of Service/
inspection/assessment

5,187

5,187

Partially
compliant –
service/
inspection
not overdue
but
outstanding
0

33

0

33

0

No change

6,230

5,828

0

402

Improved

4,398

450

0

0

No change

Blocks –

175

96

79

0

Improved

Stairwells -

467

269

198

0

Improved

Gas
Legionella – Water risk
assessments completed for
3 storey blocks with water
storage tanks.
Electrical
EICR 5-year compliance
(Inc. Communal areas)
Quality assurance checks
for EICRs tested since
April 2019 – (10%)

Number of
properties

How many
properties
have been
serviced/?
inspected/
assessed

Overdue
visits
Noncompliant
service/
inspection
overdue
0

Direction of
travel
Improved, no
change,
deteriorated
Improved

Fire safety inspections
communal area inspections
completed by community
caretakers every 12 months

2
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Asbestos
surveys/inspections
2-Story blocks

340

340

0

0

No change

3-Story blocks

130

130

0

0

No change

Maisonette

279

279

0

0

No change

1,972

1,660

0

312

No change

589

27

0

562

No change

Fire doors
Tenant
Leasehold

2.

Compliance summary update

2.1

Gas Safety & Servicing
During September (444) and October (458) a total of 902 services were completed by
Mears to ensure gas compliance remained at 100%. There were 2 “gain accesses” during
September. Of these 1 was completed and the gas supply for the other property was
capped outside. In October there was 4 “gain accesses” of which 2 were completed, 1
capped outside, and 1 capped inside the property (plus a lock change to access).

2.2

Electrical EICR
The previous Health & Safety report update detailed that there was 511 properties without
an EICR within a 5-year testing period. This has now reduced to 402 or 93.55% compliant.

2.3

Fire safety inspections by community caretakers
Since April 2021 the community caretakers have completed 365 fire safety inspections in
general needs communal areas. The team remain on target to complete all inspections by
the end of March 2022. Break down of areas inspected;

2.4

•

Communal block inspections - the team had inspected 96 out of 175 areas at the
end of October 2021, meaning 54.86% of inspections for the year are complete.

•

Stairwell inspections – at the end of October 2021 the team had inspected 269
stairwells out of the 467, which equals to 57.60% of inspections being completed for
the year.

Fire doors
The Asset Management Team has instructed a contractor to complete fire door inspections
on all leasehold fire doors. The team should start getting the reports back in the next few
weeks detailing what leasehold doors meet CBH fire door requirements.
The main contract for fire door installation is currently going through leaseholder
consultation before going out to open tender in December 2021.

3
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The installation of fire doors has been delayed due to supply issues, but currently contract
provision is in place for the installation of 25 doors with side screens.
3. Fire Risk Assessment (FRA)
3.1

Sheltered schemes
Throughout 2021 the health and safety team has ensured all FRA reviews were completed
when required. The remaining work involved with the FRA review process will be to
ensure actions raised at each location are addressed, works checked, correctly
documented, and signed off.

3.2

General needs blocks
Fire risk assessments (FRAs) for general needs blocks were last completed in 2017/18.
Our current fire policy details that general need block FRAs are completed every 5 years.
All 438 General needs blocks currently have in date assessment in place.
CBH is yet to be instructed by CBC to complete the next round of FRA’s that are due next
year. This has been raised and CBH are awaiting instructions so that a planned approach
can be implemented.

3.3

Planned works for FRA overdue actions
The Asset Management Team has allocated a building surveyor to project manage FRA
works within some of the sheltered scheme sites and remedial works are planned to
commence on 8/11/21. The building surveyor has also contacted the Council’s Building
Control team to ensure that specific requirements are adhered to whilst these works are
being undertaken. The works programme is due for completion in January 2022.

4.

Accidents, incidents and near misses

Incident summary
Type of incident
Incident – tenant address
01/09/21
Incident – temporary
accommodation
14/09/21
Incident – tenant address –
general need flat block
07/10/21

Incident Summary - September 2021
Contractor tripped over toolbox, which resulted in him
cutting his hand. Contractor attended Colchester A&E
and had stitches put into the cut.
Male tenant at temporary accommodation shot with
Cross bow
Insect bite

4
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Fire related incident – Sheltered
scheme
08/10/21

Smoke alarm in Sheltered scheme triggered by cake
burning in oven. No damage or injury sustained

Incident – tenant address
12/10/21

Operative sustained strain/ligament damage to his right
shoulder whilst working in tenancy.

Incident – tenant address
12/10/21
Fire related incident – Sheltered
scheme – linked bungalow

Slight damage to property and injury to surveyor when
accessing loft.
Microwave fire in sheltered property (bungalow)
Fire Service attended and removed the microwave. No
damage to building. Nobody was injured.

24/10/21

5.

Strategic Health and Safety Policy

5.1 The Strategic Health and Safety Policy has been reviewed by CMT and an updated draft
with tracked changes is set out at Appendix 1. The health and safety policy is designed to
meet legal requirements, prevent health and safety problems, and enable CBH to respond
quickly to difficulties, new or existing risks, and to provide a clear direction for CBH to follow.
5.2 Several minor changes were identified during the review and detailed below is a summary:
•
The text in the last paragraph was removed ‘’BS OHSAS 18001/ISO 45001’’ due to the ISO
standard certification being stopped by CBH.
•
CBH now refer to (HSG65) Managing for safety and Health, that provides framework and
core elements to effectively manage health and safety, using the Plan, Do, Check, Act
(PDCA) model. This PDCA model reflects the structure of the BS OHSAS standard and
management systems associated with it.
5.3 The Board are asked to note the latest health and safety policy statement was approved by
members at board meeting on the 28th July 2021.
5.4 Board is being asked to APPROVE the updated Policy at Appendix 1

5
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Strategic
Health and Safety Policy
Author: David Barthram Health, Safety, Environmental & CDM Manager

Version 2.0
September 2021
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Introduction & Purpose
At Colchester Borough Homes we recognise our responsibility to ensure the health,
safety, and welfare of all our employees so-far as is reasonably practicable. This
policy sets out our commitment to endeavour to maintain a continual and measurable
improvement to our Health and Safety performance to ensure compliance with all
applicable Health and Safety legislation.
As a corporate body and employer, we recognise and accept our responsibility to
provide a safe and healthy working environment for our employees and nonemployees who may be affected by our work activities, we will take the necessary
steps to fulfil our statutory duties under the Health and Safety at Work Act (1974).
A positive health and safety culture will be encouraged, actively supported by senior
management, to involve employees in the decision-making processes either on an
individual basis or through their Health and Safety representatives.
Our approach to health and safety management operates on a cycle of four key
elements: plan, do, check and act (PDCA) – as outlined in HSG65.

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy
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Policy Statement
We are committed to providing services in a way that promotes the health and safety
of our tenants, employees and other persons who may be affected by Colchester
Borough Homes activities.
To fulfil our statutory duties, the following form our Health and Safety aims and
objectives as a company.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

To provide all employees with the necessary information, instruction, training, and
supervision to allow them to work safely.
To actively promote an open attitude to health and safety, encouraging staff to
identify and report hazards so that we can all contribute to creating and
maintaining a safe working environment.
Implement structured, effective, and documented health and safety management
arrangements for all parts of the organisation.
Provide, maintain, and encourage safe methods of work, safe working conditions
and a healthy environment.
To ensure an effective risk assessment process is implemented, control
measures are communicated, shared, and monitored.
To devote the necessary resources in the form of time, equipment, personnel,
and finance.
The assistance of expert help will be sought where the necessary skills are not
available within the Company
To provide and maintain open channels of communication to enable employees,
people who use and provide our services to raise health & safety issues
To ensure that all Accidents/incidents, ‘near-misses’ and work-related ill-health
are fully investigated and documented, with appropriate action taken to reduce
the likelihood of their recurrence
Identify risks to health and safety and implement adequate controls measures.
To ensure regular health and safety audits/inspections are completed to assess
working practices and procedures.
All employees are informed and instructed of health & safety measures required
during COVID – 19.
To ensure, so far as reasonably practicable, Covid-secure working practices and
environments are in place for staff, tenants, and any other persons for as long as
required.

The Chief Executive is responsible to the Board for all Health and Safety matters of
the company.
The Director of Operations will be responsible for ensuring that strategic policies and
procedures are approved. Where this involves health & safety, this will be in liaison
with the Health & Safety Manager, Head of Repairs and Maintenance.

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy
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The Board
The Board will demonstrate strong active leadership and commitment from the top, to
help set the direction for effective health and safety management for Colchester
Borough Homes.
The health & safety policy is a living document, and it should evolve, improve the health
& safety standards of Colchester Borough Homes by implementing safety measures
and integrating policies and procedures.
The Board will receive both specific incident-led and routine reports on the
performance of health, safety, fire and compliance from the health, safety,
Environmental & CDM Manager, in addition to this, any other relevant events in the
interim will be brought to the board's attention.
A formal boardroom review of Colchester Borough Homes health and safety
performance is essential to assist with continued improvement. This will allow the
board to establish whether the key health and safety principles, active leadership,
worker involvement, and assessment and review have been embedded in Colchester
Borough Homes to give a clear indication the health and safety management system
is effective in managing risk and protecting staff, tenants and any others affected by
our business.
All board members need to ensure that statutory health and safety law and guidance
is considered whenever business decisions are taken.
The Board will ensure the following duties are carried out effectively: •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To agree and sign off the health and safety policy or recommend changes
Health and safety will be on the agenda for board meetings.
Ensure significant risks faced by CBH are understood and discussed
Review Health & safety targets and achievements
Ensure that management systems provide effective monitoring and reporting
procedures
Ensure Health and safety arrangements are adequately resourced
Reinforce the health and safety policy by being seen (location/team visits)
Evaluate, monitor, and review health and safety arrangements and
performance on a regular basis
Benchmark the organisation's performance against others in its sector.

Chief Executive
The Chief Executive acts with the authority and on behalf of the board. The Chief
Executive is responsible for the overall arrangements and for ensuring that the
company’s operations are always executed in such a manner as to ensure, so far as
is reasonably practicable, the health, safety and welfare of all employees and others
who may be affected by Colchester Borough Homes.

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy
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The Chief Executive is responsible for implementing and monitoring the health and
safety policy and associated procedures. They may choose to delegate performance
of this task to a competent person.
The Chief Executive further delegates the performance of tasks required to meet
these responsibilities, as outline in the remainder of this document.

Health, Safety, Environmental & CDM Manager
The Head of Repairs and Maintenance is responsible to the Chief Executive for the
production, implementation and control of the Health and Safety Strategy.
The Health, Safety Environmental & CDM Manager has been appointed as the
‘competent person’ under the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations
1999 and is responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying upcoming changes to legislation, guidance, best practice, and
enforcement practice to assess the likely impact to CBH.
Identify Hazards by carrying out workplace risk assessments, determine how
employees, tenants and others might be at risk and implement control measures.
To provide guidance and support on how best to meet the requirements of
identified changes.
To provide support and guidance on Health & Safety on all CBH activities.
To ensure that all accidents/incidents, ‘near-misses’ and work-related ill-health
are fully investigated and documented.
More proactive approach to be implemented to prevent any future incidents, in
line with continuous improvement and lesson learnt.
Reviewing key performance statistics as agreed by the Corporate Management
Team.
Review CBH Health, Safety and Fire related policies.
Review procedures and guidance to ensure continued compliance with legislative
requirements.

Strategic activities will include:
•
•
•

•
•

Advising management upon all Health and Safety matters, including safety
legislation, writing of core procedures, policies, and guidance notes.
Ensuring employees/contractors have an appropriate Health & Safety induction.
Conducting Health and Safety audits to ensure compliance throughout the
Company’s undertaking using statutory and corporate Health and Safety
standards.
The provision and delivery of relevant Health and Safety training.
Advising managers and team leaders upon matters concerning the Health and
Safety of the employees under their control.

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy
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The supervision and control of all designated First Aid facilities.
Ongoing Health and Safety improvements by mean of the PDCA model.

Service activities will include:
Heads of Service, assisted by the Health & Safety Team, will be responsible for the
implementation of the Strategic Health and Safety Policy and for the production and
implementation of safe working practices for the service for which they are
responsible. These include but are not exhaustive of, the arrangements for the
provision of:
a)

Safe systems of work

b)

Safe places of work

c)

Environmental control

d)

Hazard reporting

e)

Risk assessment

f)

First aid

g)

Emergency procedures

Heads of Service will make all employees under their control aware of safe working
practices and review and amend as appropriate.
Team leaders/supervisors will be responsible to the Head of Service for the
implementation of policies, procedures, and safe working practice within the work
areas under their control.

Employee duties
Employees have a duty to take care of their own health and safety and that of others
who may be affected by their actions at work. They must also co-operate with
management and co-workers to help everyone meet legal requirements. Employees
must:
•
•
•
•
•

Take care of their own health and safety and that of others.
Co-operate to help Colchester Borough Homes comply with health and safety
legislation.
Follow any instructions or health and safety training we provide.
Report any work situations that present a serious and imminent risk; and
Highlight any other failings they identify in our health and safety arrangements.

Employees also must not interfere with or obstruct anything provided in the interests
of health and safety at work.

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy
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Employee wellbeing
The implementation of this policy will also be supported by mental health first aiders
and other health & safety policies to create a workplace environment that promotes
the mental wellbeing of all employees. The supporting policies can be located on
share point:
•
•
•
•
•

Wellbeing
Sickness absence
Lone working
Alcohol, drug, and substance abuse
Bullying and harassment.

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy
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Strategic Arrangements
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
HEAD OF REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
HEALTH & SAFETY MANAGER
STRATEGIC HEALTH AND SAFETY FUNCTIONS

IMPLEMENT AND
MONITOR
STRATEGIC
HEALTH AND
SAFETY POLICY

HEALTH &
SAFETY
OBJECTIVES
AND TARGETS

PRODUCE AND
MONITOR
HEALTH AND
SAFETY
POLICIES

PRODUCE AND
MONITOR
HEALTH AND
SAFETY
PROCEDURES

PRODUCE AND
MONITOR
EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES

PRODUCE AND
MONITOR HEALTH
& SAFETY
TRAINING
PROGRAMME

IMPLEMENT AND
MONITOR FIRST
AID PROVISION

MONITOR &
CONTROL OF
CONTRACTORS

UNDERTAKE
HEALTH AND
SAFETY
AUDITING
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Operational Arrangements
DIRECTORS
HEADS OF SERVICE

IMPLEMENT
STRATEGIC
POLICY

MANAGE
SERVICE HEALTH
AND SAFETY

LIAISE WITH
HEALTH & SAFETY
MANAGER

TEAM LEADERS / SUPERVISORS

MANAGE
WORKPLACE
HEALTH AND
SAFETY

IMPLEMENT
STRATEGIC
POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES

PRODUCE CODES
OF SAFE WORKING
PROCEDURES &
PRACTICES

MANAGE RISK
ASSESSMENTS
PROGRAMME

ENSURE ALL
ACCIDENTS/
INCIDENTS ARE
REPORTED

LIAISE WITH
HEALTH & SAFETY
MANAGER

HEALTH & SAFETY MANAGER & OFFICER

FORMAL
REPORTING TO
CORPORATE
MANAGEMENT
TEAM AND NONEXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS

ADVISE
SERVICE
MANAGERS ON
HEALTH AND
SAFETY
MATTERS

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy

ASSIST AND
ADVISE TEAM
LEADERS/
SUPERVISORS

INVESTIGATE
ALL
ACCIDENTS/
INCIDENTS
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Health & Safety Framework
We are an Arm’s Length Management Organisation (ALMO) set up by Colchester
Borough Council to manage the Council’s housing and corporate building stock. We
are wholly owned by the Council.
Colchester Borough Council are responsible for the management of all trees on
Council owned land and those trees currently managed by Parks and Recreation
team as part of agency agreements with other organisations and public bodies in the
Borough.
These include trees on land managed by Colchester Borough Homes and trees on
the public highway, which is the responsibility of Essex County Council.
Trees on Council land - Click here
We can be divided into two principal areas, each with their own Health and Safety
risks, namely:
1.
2.

Operations
Business Improvement

As a company we have our own Health & Safety Policy (this document), our own
Health & Safety Manager responsible for advising on Health and Safety matters but
has formally adopted Colchester Borough Council’s Health & Safety procedures (as
from time to time adapted to CBH arrangements) recognising them as best practice.
We will participate in Health & Safety training and forums for Health & Safety
representatives, first- aiders, incident controllers and fire marshals as appropriate.
Communication and consultation will be an essential part of the health and safety
policy implementation and reviewing process. Involving employees will enable them
to perform at their best if they know their duties, obligations and rights and have an
opportunity to make their views known to management on issues that affect them.
A Key method for communication and consultation will be at the Health & Safety
Forum, team representatives shall be nominated from the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Head of Repairs & Maintenance
Housing Options
Housing Management
Community Caretakers
Antisocial Behaviour Team
Repairs & Maintenance
Trades
Corporate Facilities
Asset Management
Human Resources
Trades Unions
Health and safety manager

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy
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Health and Safety officer

The CBH headquarters at Rowan House are leased from Colchester Borough
Council. As landlords, the Council has procedures to manage emergencies and fire
and bomb threats and would therefore act as incident controllers in such a case.

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy
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Strategic Organisation & Responsibilities

Primary duty holders for Health and
Safety across the company

Chief Executive
Directors

Responsible to the Board for the Health
and Safety Strategy

Head of Repairs
and Maintenance

Strategic

CBH Board

Responsible to the Chief Executive for
the production, implementation and
control of the Health and Safety Strategy

Responsible to CBH Chief Executive
for provision of Health and Safety
advice, management and control of the
Health and Safety function

Health & Safety Manager

Health & Safety Officer

Monitor the effectiveness of the strategic
and Operational Health and Safety
Strategy, Policies and Provisions

HSE eBulletin service
IOSH Membership

Health and safety bulletins/guidance is
released/available to keep industry up to
date with failures in equipment,
process, procedures and substances
used in the workplace

H&S Committee

Specialist Advice

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy

Support
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To provide a forum for management
and workers together to identify and
resolve health and safety problems,
and to develop and monitor safe
systems and procedure
Offer specialist advice to CBH Health &
Safety committee, undertake specific
Health & Safety duties as agreed
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Operational Organisation and Responsibilities

Manager/Supervisor

Responsible to the Senior Managers for the
management of Health and Safety in the
workplace, the production of Codes of Safe
Working Practices, Risk Assessments and
Accident Investigations

Health & Safety Manager

Operational

Senior Managers

Responsible to the Head of Repairs and
Maintenance for the management of Health
and Safety within the Service

Employees

To make representations to management
on behalf of their members on all matters
concerning their health and safety

Health and Safety
Representatives

First Aiders

Fire Marshals

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy

Responsible
for
providing
a
comprehensive, professional Health and
Safety Advisory Service to Group Service
Managers, Managers and Employees,
assisting in the implementation of Service
and Strategic Health and Safety Policies
and Procedures
For taking care of their own Health and
Safety and the Health and Safety of others
who may be affected by what they do, or fail
to do

Support
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To monitor the provision of the First Aid
services, and to provide first aid to
employees whilst at work and other persons
on Council and Company property
To manage emergencies such as fire and
bomb threats. To control building evacuation
and re- entry into buildings and to liaise with
the Fire and Police Authorities
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Objectives
This Strategic Health and Safety Policy commits us to carrying out our undertakings
in such a way as to ensure that they are not harmful to the health and safety of our
employees, tenants, contractors, and other persons not employed but affected by the
CBH.
CBH recognises that Health and Safety is an integral part of the management function
and, as such, needs to be managed using the same managerial skills and techniques
that are used in the management of other services. To this end, Strategic Health and
Safety Goals have been set for the management of Health and Safety.
Purpose of Health and Safety goals
The purposes of the Health and Safety goals are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establish Health and Safety management standards
Establish the Health and Safety competencies of our workforce
Control the risks to all the Company and Council's assets
Ensure the control of contractors.

To carry out our undertakings in such a way as to ensure the Health and Safety of all
employees whilst at work and that of others who might be affected by the CBH’s
undertaking.
This includes the training of staff to undertake their own responsibilities to identify and
report Health and Safety risks and to protect others from harm on behalf of CBH.

9.

References
The principal references come from the requirements outlined in Health and Safety
Legislation specifically:
•
•
•
•

Health & Safety at Work Act (1974)
Safety Representatives and Safety Committees Regulations (1977)
Health and Safety Information for Employees Regulations (1989)
Management of Health & Safety at Work Regulations (1999)

10. Related documents
This document is expanded through supporting documents:
•
•
•

SAF 002 CBH Health & Safety organisational responsibilities
SAF 003 CBH - H&S Procedures
HSE Managing for health and safety - HSG65

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy
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Risk & Environmental Manager
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Recommendations – The Board is asked to NOTE the Customer Engagement update

Virtual Meetings
Resident Voice Panel

The Panel met in August and;
•

Andrew Harley, Business Partner, Equality and Safeguarding gave a presentation on GDPR.
The purpose of the presentation was to ensure our involved customers are aware of and have
an understanding of data protection matters, CBH’s and their own responsibilities.

•

One of the new Tenant Inspectors gave a review of the TPAS Tenant Inspector Training

•

Karen Loweman, Director of Operations gave a presentation on the Social Housing White
Paper. The White Paper presentation included the background to the Charter for Social
Housing (resulting from Grenfell and tenants there not feeling that their safety concerns were
listed to, or acted upon) and what initiatives and legislative changes will set the standard of
social housing in the future.

“large items of rubbish being left at the block”
Items are being collected regularly and signs will be put up by the Community Caretakers to
discourage items being left. A third bin has also been supplied for general household waste.
To note:
One of our Involved Customers said “I’ve had a new level access shower and bathroom
refurbishment and would like to say that I think CBH are fantastic”.
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Training and Communications

The Tenant Inspectors have started their first inspection, focusing on the CBH Website, and it
is well under way. Data analysis, research, interviews and surveys are just some of the tools
the team are using. They are extremely committed and thorough and will be a great asset to
us.

Involved customers were made aware of the latest round of free webinars and training from
TPAS and 3 bookings were made.
Involved customers were made aware of the new initiative from TPAS, The National Scrutiny
Club which is for tenants, residents, leaseholders and customers only, who are Tpas
members, and who are involved in, or have an interest in all things scrutiny. One of our
Involved Customers has joined.
Tpas :: Tpas National Scrutiny Club

General Updates
We have recruited for the role of Customer Involvement Officer (formerly Resident Engagement
Officer) and Julie Carver will join CBH on 15 th November. This post has been vacant since 27th
August.
Round 2 of the CBH Community Initiative Fund has taken place and 14 local groups and charities will
all benefit from new awards. Colchester Borough Homes supports outstanding community projects
with Community Initiative Fund - Colchester Borough Homes (cbhomes.org.uk)
Round 3 of the CBH Community Initiative Fund will open for applications in December.
All CBH Involved Customers were made aware of the latest suite of TPAS webinars, and six new
bookings were made.
Good Neighbour awards were presented to the winners at the AGM held at the Mercury Theatre
Good Neighbours celebrated at Colchester Borough Homes - Colchester Borough Homes
(cbhomes.org.uk)
The CBH Box Smart project started on 2nd October and will run for 9 weeks until the end of
November.
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
24 November 2021

Report Title

0009ii Focus on Community impact - Catch 22

Author

Karen Loweman, Director of Operations

Report Objective:

Matters to
note/Exception
Highlights

To share with the Board the work of Catch 22 who provide Family intervention and
support for CBH tenants at a time of crisis
The valuable work that Catch 22 brings to reduce tenancy failure and develop
local partnership work
To be presented by Helen Dryburgh & Ann Lindsay from Catch 22
Tenant involvement and empowerment☐
Home☐

Link to Consumer
Standard objective

Tenancy☐
Neighbourhood and community☒

Sensitivity

Commercial
Confidential
Open

Action
✓

Assurance
Noting
Approval
Discussion

✓

Recommendations
The Board is asked to note the outcomes from the presentation from Catch 22.
CBH initially commissioned and led this service; which following its success has now expanded to our
Housing Solutions service and other Local authorities and Housing Associations.
Executive summary
Catch 22 provides a support service through the Colchester housing Intensive support service

(CHIP) to those who will generally be at risk of eviction or experiencing difficulties that are
impacting on their tenancy and or the local community. The project supports both families and
vulnerable individuals, seeking to address the root causes of their presenting issues.
As a landlord we are often is a position where we need to take enforcement action, this service
allows us to balance the actions with support, without compromising our landlord role.
An annual Service Level agreement provides the detail of the service expectations and funding
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For more information https://www.catch-22.org.uk/services/housing-intervention-service

Implications:
Regulatory/Legal

Consumer regular – Neighbourhood & Community Standard

Financial/Budgetary Funding is met through an Annual delegated budget for Community grants
Health & Safety
Risk Assessment

Information sharing and co-operation to support each organisations H&S
requirements is in place
as above

Human Resources

Not applicable

Equality and
Diversity
Value for Money

This service supports the most vulnerable people, who will generally have an
increased need for support and advocacy to maintain a home
Value is achieved through the development of partnerships through third sector
charitable organisations supplemented by grant income
Not applicable

Environmental and
Sustainability
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